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A member of the Water Polo Club tries to make
a pass during a scrimmage Sept. 23, 2013, in
the LSU Natatorium.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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Cheerleaders lead a crowd Sept. 21, 2013, before
a football game.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille

An LSU-themed Camaro named “Tygerbee” is
parked near Tiger Stadium on Aug. 26, 2013.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille

The freshly painted Eye of the Tiger watches over
Tiger Stadium.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille

august

LSU President and Chancellor F. King Alexander speaks before
the Board of Regents on Aug. 21, 2013, in the Louisiana Purchase
Room of the Claiborne Building in downtown Baton Rouge.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille

ALEXANDER THE GREAT
New president well-regarded at former
school, hopes for similar success at LSU

Talk to anyone from California State University Long Beach about the
man they know as “King,” and you’ll likely hear the same thing — there
aren’t many people who know more about higher education.
For the most part, they’ll tell you F. King Alexander’s policy expertise
made him a very effective university president. But first, they’ll say he was
always thinking of the needs of the students.
So it wasn’t a surprise when the University tipped him to fill the newly
created LSU president position.
“Schools from all over the country were looking for him,” said Mary Stephens, CSULB vice president of administration and finance. “He was on everybody’s list. How could he not be?”
Donald Para, named interim president of CSULB after Alexander left, has
worked at CSULB for 25 years and has known Alexander since he accepted
the presidency there more than seven years ago. He said when Alexander
started, he had big shoes to fill following the retirement of the popular and
charismatic president Robert Maxson, but he approached the position with
his own unique style.
Para said Alexander quickly won over students and faculty with his
student-oriented leadership style and his ability to raise the national profile of CSULB. This focus on students seems to have worked at CSULB,
but only time will tell whether Alexander can successfully transition to the
LSU system.

Alexander took his first major action as University president at the end of
July when he announced a system-wide pay raise for University faculty and
staff, the first of its kind in four years.
Alexander said acquiring the money to fund the pay raise was not easy,
and that he was awake until late the night before the announcement trying to
cobble together money from various sources into a plan for the raises.
Under Interim President and Chancellor William “Bill” Jenkins, University administration intended to raise faculty salaries for several years, but cuts
in state higher education appropriations made it impossible, Alexander said.
Additionally, Alexander hopes to keep University students focused on
one goal.
At CSULB, Alexander introduced a motto for students: “Graduation begins today.” Alexander said he wanted students, faculty and staff to keep
in mind the goal of graduation and work toward it every day. In his time
at CSULB, six-year graduation rates improved to the highest in the school’s
history.
Alexander said he will implement the same motto at the University, and
that students can expect to see it adorning classroom walls and napkins in
the dining halls.
“We don’t need a new motto,” Alexander said. “I want students to think,
‘Did you do something today that got you a little closer to graduating?’”
story · gordon brillon + alyson gaharan
design · elise bernard
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LSU President and Chancellor F. King
Alexander stands in his office Aug. 19, 2013.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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LSU senior middle blocker Desiree Elliott
warms up Aug. 24, 2013, before the annual
Purple and Gold Scrimmage in the PMAC.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille

014

Left LSU sophomore midfielder
Fernanda Pina tries to reclaim the ball
from an opponent Aug. 23, 2013, during
the Tigers’ 1-0 victory against Louisiana
Tech in the LSU Soccer Stadium.
MARIEL GATES, The Daily Reveille
Below LSU kinesiology senior Hailey Guerin,
left, geology-professional junior Tyler Hebert,
center, and mechanical engineering senior Matt
Greenwald, right, work together to complete an
obstacle course Aug. 25, 2013, at the UREC
Challenge Course.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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Above A Tiger Trails bus departs from the
Journalism Building bus stop.
GRACE STEINHAUSER, The Daily Reveille
Right Student Government Senate convenes in the
SG Chamber for their first meeting on Aug. 28, 2013.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
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august

Below The LSU Rugby Club breaks at the UREC practice
fields Friday, Aug. 23 2013 after their rugby camp.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille

Below left Joseph Jilbert’s piece
is displayed with artworks from
other local artists Aug. 21,
2013, at Circa 1857.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE,
The Daily Reveille
Below right Soccer senior
midfielder Alex Ramsey (15)
talks to the media Aug. 20,
2013, at the LSU Basketball
Practice Facility.
GRACE STEINHAUSER,
The Daily Reveille
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Above LSU senior running back Alfred Blue runs
around TCU junior linebacker Paul Dawson on
Aug. 31, 2013, during the Tigers’ 32-27 victory
against the Horned Frogs in the 2013 Cowboys
Classic at AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille
Right LSU senior quarterback Zach
Mettenberger warms up before the game.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
Far right LSU junior wide receiver Jarvis
Landry maneuvers downfield.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille
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august football vs. tcu

LSU junior defensive tackle Anthony Johnson pats the
helmet of sophomore cornerback Jalen Collins Aug. 31,
2013, after a successful play during the Tigers’ 32-27
victory against TCU in the 2013 Cowboys Classic at AT&T
Stadium in Arlington, Texas.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille

LIGHTING
A FIRE

Tigers’ defense proves
effective in season opener
against TCU
One could describe the LSU defense against
TCU as lively.
Throughout the evening of Aug. 30, 2013,
members of the Tigers’ defensive line and defensive backfield switched between the two roles,
and it proved to be effective in a 37-27 victory for
LSU.
“They looked like an LSU defense to me,”
said LSU coach Les Miles. “They flew around.
Those guys … were issues for the [TCU] running
and passing game.”
The Tigers’ defense is littered with a mix
of talented freshmen and seasoned veterans.
LSU defensive coordinator John Chavis devised
a game plan to incorporate all of the team’s skill
sets into the defensive scheme.
Though TCU had only one drive in the first
quarter, LSU showed early on that it wanted the
defensive rotations to play a primary factor in the
squad’s success.

Junior defensive end Justin Maclin, sophomore defensive end Danielle Hunter and freshman linebacker Kendell Beckwith all saw snaps
on the Tigers’ first defensive drive of the season,
holding the Horned Frogs to a field goal.
But in the second quarter, Chavis began to
turn the substitutions up a notch.
Sophomore safety Micah Eugene came into
the contest to play as the nickel cornerback, while
the likes of Hunter and Beckwith became regular
subs on the defensive line as junior starters Ego
Ferguson and Anthony Johnson got early rest.
During the Horned Frogs’ two offensive
possessions in the second quarter, LSU used
four total substitutions, contributing to two TCU
punts.
The second half brought more of the same
from LSU’s defensive scheme.
When Ferguson needed a break in the third
quarter, both sophomore defensive tackle Quentin

Thomas and freshman defensive tackle Christian
LaCouture saw time in the trenches.
In two third-quarter drives, LSU used three
defensive substitutions.
Hunter and Thomas both found themselves on the field in the fourth quarter, but it was
the starters’ turns to make an impact and close the
victory out for LSU. In total, LSU used more than
13 defensive substitutions on TCU drives that lasted four plays or more.
Overall, Hunter, Beckwith, Eugene and
freshman cornerback Dwayne Thomas recorded
eight tackles, including 1.5 tackles for a loss and
0.5 of a sack.
Senior safety Craig Loston liked what he
saw from his younger teammates.
“For this to be their first game, I think they
did great,” Loston said. “There were a couple of
mistakes and things like that, but overall I think
they came in and did a good job.”
story · lawrence barreca
design · ryan lachney
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An oak tree basks in the sunlight Sept. 28,
2013, at the Raising Cane’s Dog Park.
GRACE STEINHAUSER, The Daily Reveille

september

in memoriam
With his bright, memorable smile, Chris Broussard
wouldn’t have fit in at his own funeral at Most Blessed Sacrament Catholic Church. The crowd of more than 200 or so
sobbed, whimpered and embraced one another throughout the Mass as they remembered their son, brother, cousin,
friend and fellow LSU Tiger.
“Sometimes, it felt like he didn’t have a serious bone in
his body,” his friend Brett Conrad said.“That’s what made
him special.”
On his way home from Bogie’s Bar on Aug. 27, 2013,
Broussard wrecked his truck and was killed. His parents filed
a missing persons report that afternoon. Broussard’s truck
and body were found off Highway 30 in Bayou Manchac near
St. Gabriel the next night.
“It really could’ve been any of us,” said his cousin
Jessica Drago, 22.
Broussard had texted his mom, Lisa, minutes before
he left Bogie’s. He told her he was on his way home.
“I will leave the light on for you,” she responded.
God left the light on for him too, said the Rev. Michael Collins during the Mass.
Collins said he understands that people question why
God didn’t turn Broussard’s wheel or step on his brake before
the wreck. The priest acknowledged asking those questions
himself. But he said the answer will come when Broussard’s
loved ones reach heaven and God shows them the bigger
picture.
“If they’ve touched you, if they’re inside of you, then
they’re still yours,” Collins said during the homily. “The only
thing you have are the ones you hold in your heart.”
Broussard’s casket, covered in a cream colored cloth
woven with gold and silver squares, sat at the front of the
church. Many of those gathered—ranging from children to
college students to older friends and family—grasped the casket as they received Holy Communion. The Paschal Candle
blazed next to it.
Broussard was a sociology senior and a die-hard

Tiger fan.
The rarely-seen more serious side of him was revealed as part of his career aspirations. Broussard hoped to
join the CIA or FBI and do investigative work. His aunt, Cindy Drago, said his longtime love of “Scooby-Doo” and the
gang’s mystery solving may have inspired that.
His childhood room was “Scooby-Doo” themed.
Drago would buy him something to add to his collection for
each holiday and birthday. The two of them would imitate the
characters together, trying to get their voices just right.
Many friends joked about Broussard’s scrawniness,
but Drago said he gave the best hugs. He’d charm her all the
time, telling her how lovely she was.
“I’d say, ‘Christopher, you keep talking like that,
you’re gonna have a hundred girlfriends,’” she laughed.
Light streamed into the stained glass rectangular
windows of the church as four of Broussard’s pallbearers
spoke to the congregation before the burial Mass began. They
remembered him as a shy person with a great sense of humor.
Broussard could spot a photo being taken from hundreds of feet away, said his friend Brennan Stutes. He would
always make it just in time to jump into it, ready to claim his
title as “master of the photobomb.”
Many of Broussard’s Theta Chi fraternity brothers
wore red to represent their brotherhood, and some even wore
red carnations, the fraternity’s official flower.
Broussard had been planning to go to Arlington, Texas with his fraternity brothers to watch the LSU-TCU football
game this past weekend. His friends said he loved LSU sports
and always rooted for the Tigers. Even at his funeral, there
was a nod to his loyalty.
The spray of flowers on his casket was purple and
yellow.
Conrad summed up their relationship simply with
his final words to his friend.
“I love you, buddy,” he said.
story · andrea gallo
design · valencia richardson

Christopher Michael Broussard

1991 – 2013

LARRY KING LIVE

Renowned broadcaster interviews former governor on campus
In a once-in-a-lifetime event, Larry King
interviewed former Gov. Edwin Edwards
and author Leo Honeycutt about Edwards’
legal troubles, his marriage to a woman 50
years his junior and the artificial-insemination process Edwards went through to have
his most recent child.
King, a two-time Peabody award winner known mainly for his years on television and radio, sat down in the Union Theater with Edwards and Honeycutt on Sept.
8, 2013, for an hour-long interview.
“I am glad to be at LSU,” King said.
The interview was full of jokes and
laughter from the audience as King asked
Edwards questions about his personal and
political lives that have led him to be one
of Louisiana’s most well-known political
figures.
“I am not using this forum to convince
anyone that I am innocent or not guilty, but
I will point some observations,” Edwards
said when asked if he believed that he was
railroaded during his trial.
Edwards was convicted in 2001 of extortion and money laundering and finished
serving his eight years in two federal prisons in 2011.
“It’s history,” Honeycutt, who wrote
Edwards’ biography, said. “This will never
happen again.”
Edwards went on to explain the situation relating to his 2001 conviction. He discussed his previously friendly relationship
with former San Francisco 49ers owner Edward Debartolo Jr., who claimed during the
trial that he paid $400,000 in exchange for
Edwards’ assistance in obtaining a casino
license.
Edwards stated the money was given
to him to assist with passing a bill that was
necessary for Debartolo to gain his license.
He said that Debartolo testified against
him because the Louisiana governor at the
time told Debartolo his license and casino
business would be in jeopardy if he didn’t

testify favorably to the governor.
Edwards also talked about his time
spent in federal prison in Fort Worth, Texas,
and Oakdale, La. The former governor said
while serving as chief librarian during his
time in Oakdale, he helped inmates write
their letters and assisted six of his fellow
inmates with getting their GED.
He told the story of marrying his current
wife, Trina Scott, during his time in prison.
He and Scott became pen pals during his
incarceration after she read Honeycutt’s biography on Edwards.
Edwards joked that with his wife, a
long-time Republican, he finally found
something good to use the Republicans for:
sleeping with them.
Edwards became a five-time father in
August 2013 with the birth of his son by
Scott, named Eli Wallace Edwards. King
asked Edwards if donated sperm was used,
and Edwards confirmed, “Yes, I donated
it.” Edwards said that in 1997 when he realized that there was a possibility that he
would go to prison, he got sperm removed
and stored because he knew there would
come a time when he could no longer perform sexually.
Currently 86 years old, Edwards defended his decision to have a child with
Scott — who is 50 years his junior — so late
in his life.
“Maybe it is unfair to him to bring him
into the world with no prospect of his father
seeing him graduate, but is that worse than
not bringing him at all?” Edwards said.
Edwards also took a few shots at current Gov. Bobby Jindal during his interview
with King.
“I just don’t understand the man,”
Edwards said. “He’s a different sort of
person.”
The interview concluded with King and
Edwards telling the audience two different
jokes that had the audience erupting with
laughter.
story · elizabeth thomas
design · valencia richardson
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Left A Tiger TV reporter interviews Larry King on Sept. 8, 2013, during the
reception after his speaking event in the LSU Union Theater.
MARIEL GATES, The Daily Reveille
Below Larry King, left, interviews former Gov. Edwin Edwards, center, and
Leo Honeycutt, right, in the LSU Union Theater.
MARIEL GATES, The Daily Reveille
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Left Animal science sophomore Braxton Hartshorn
grooms his horse, Nick, Sept. 10, 2013, at BREC’s Farr
Park during the University’s horsemanship course.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
Below Lab instructor KC Annison demonstrates the
proper way to handle a horse.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille

HORSING AROUND

Horsemanship class teaches students practical skills
A group of animal science students trades in
its desks, notebooks and cramped classrooms for
saddles, bridles and reins a few hours a week for
the College of Agriculture’s basic horsemanship
class at BREC’s Farr Park Equestrian Center.
The course was created in 2011 as a means to
give animal science students an in-depth understanding of horses through a classroom and, most
importantly, a lab setting.
Animal science instructor Laura Smith lectures students twice a week in a classroom where
they learn equine science. But for two hours a

026

september horsemanship

week, lab instructor KC Annison oversees a more
hands-on experience that gives students practical
knowledge.
“A lot of the problems we see in the equine industry is that people coming out of college don’t
have a whole lot of experience,” said LSU Ag
Center Equine Extension Specialist Neely Walker.
“They have book smarts, but not practical understanding of being with the horses. That was our
overall goal: to build this class to help people
who want to be in this industry be more effective.
When they go to get a job, they can know what

they are doing.”
Students are assigned a specific horse they
will learn with throughout the semester, though
instances can arise that may make a switch necessary. Skill levels may warrant another horse that
would work better with a specific student, Walker
said.
All of the horses are different, and they each
have their own personalities, according to Farr
Park representative Amy Lang.
Lang works closely with the horses and said
the lab is just as good for them as it is for the

One of BREC’s Farr
Park’s horses, Fox,
gets groomed Sept. 10,
2013, by LSU students
during a horsemanship
class.
CHARLES
CHAMPAGNE,
The Daily Reveille

students.
“It’s good for them to get out and meet new
people,” she said. “The horses have been very
good so far.”
The students learn to ride and lead their horses properly as the semester progresses, said teacher assistant and animal sciences junior Michael
Martin.
“They learn grooming and safe ways to do everything,” he said.
Instead of pouring out what is learned in labs
onto paper, the tests and quizzes involve proper

demonstration of grooming, safety and riding
techniques.
Walker said the nature of the lab section helps
prepare animal science students for a future in the
equine industry, but it may also be the beginning
of a bigger role within the college.
“We have big hopes and dreams that we will
be able to create an equine science concentration
within the College of Agriculture,” Walker said.
“This was the hallmark class we thought would
build up a lot of interest.”
Though plans for the concentration are still

developing, Walker said an equine specialization
would increase the chances of University graduates getting jobs in their field.
“You have to have a lot of experience,” she
said. “You have to have someone to vouch for
you. People put a lot of time in their farm or business; they aren’t going to hire just anyone. You
have to prove to [them] that you know what you
are talking about.”

story · johnathan olivier
design · cassidy day
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Above Geese feed on Campus Lake on Sept. 9, 2013.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
Right Robert Kling, bassist for intergalactic
space funk band Captain Green, jams on
stage Sept. 14, 2013, at The Spanish Moon.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille
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Left A derelict toy car sits atop the table in the
Engineering Quadrangle.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
Below Flags hang from diving blocks Sept. 23, 2013,
in the LSU Natatorium.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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LSU animal science sophomore Ben Kraemer, left, and animal science junior Lindsey
Owens, right, pet Rocky, one of the trained dogs for the Agriculture Residential
College’s animal-assisted therapy program at the LSU School of Veterinary Medicine.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille

LENDING A PAW
Animals try out for therapy program

Boxers, terriers, retrievers, pets of all shapes
and sizes – they’re all welcome for the Agriculture
Residential College’s Animal Assisted Therapy
Program.
Multiple pet owners accompanied by their
dogs gathered Sept. 25, 2013, on the grounds of
the University School of Veterinary Medicine for
a behavioral evaluation by Diane Sylvester, director of the University Tiger HATS (Human Animal
Therapy Service) and veteran dog handler.
The evaluations are meant to test the pets’ demeanor around strangers and other animals, and
to see if they have what it takes to participate in
the AAT program.
“I’m checking to see if the dogs have the
right temperament in stressful situations,”

Sylvester said.
Around 20 AAT student members pair with
animals to offer therapeutic treatment to those in
need, said College of Agriculture Associate Dean
Betsy Garrison. Pet owners are allowed to be present for the therapy sessions, but don’t participate
unless they are students involved with the AAT
program.
The dogs volunteer time at Sunrise Senior
Living in Baton Rouge and are present for therapy
for students in front of Middleton Library during
mid-terms and finals, she said.
Pets and owners gathered in a large circle
during the evaluations where Sylvester was able
to handle the pets and weed out ones that didn’t
seem to be suited for pet therapy.

If the animals passed the evaluations, they
will get to assist Agriculture Residential College
students for therapy services, she said.
“It helps brighten their day,” Sylvester said.
“Many patients have had dogs in the past and
miss them.”
Sylvester said the therapy extends beyond the
animal and patient interaction because the students’ presence during therapy sessions generate
meaningful conversation.
Animal science senior Rose Daunis has been
involved with AAT since 2010 and has had a
chance to connect with several patients while
volunteering.
“It feels great to help,” she said. “Many of
them don’t get visitors a lot.”
story · johnathan olivier
design · elise bernard
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Left Dallas, a trained therapy dog, participated in
the evaluations of potential therapy dogs on Sept. 25,
2013, at the School of Veterinary School of Medicine
for the Agricultural Residential College’s Animal
Assisted Therapy program.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
Below LSU animal science sophomores Michelle
Bourgeois (left) and Ben Kraemer (right) pet Dallas.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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A cow munches on grass the morning of Oct. 6,
2013, near the University Club.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille

october
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october hispanic heritage month

A CULTURAL MOVEMENT

Hispanic Student Cultural Society uses salsa lessons to teach about
Hispanic culture, heritage
As the month celebrating Hispanic
heritage drew to a close, the Hispanic Student Cultural Society wanted to do something to grab the attention of students
and stand out among a crowd of student
organizations.
The HSCS took things to a new level
with a festive display of music, dancing and
Hispanic culture pride on October 9, 2013.
Nutritional science senior Markita
Lewis said because Hispanics are a minority at the University, the students and their
culture can often be overlooked. Lewis said
the event was designed to be fun and festive
and to show that all students are welcome
to partake in the diversity of cultures.
“This is the big event we have to showcase Hispanic heritage,” Lewis said. “That’s
why we have salsa lessons and a DJ here
playing authentic Latin-American music.”
Part of the HSCS’s mission is to reach
out and educate people on what it means
to be Hispanic and invite people to find out

where their roots are, Lewis said.
Industrial engineering junior Max
Wheelock said he didn’t get in touch with
his Hispanic roots until he came to the
University and got involved with the HSCS.
Wheelock said even though his father
is Nicaraguan, many people assume he is
Anglo. Since joining HSCS his freshman
year and embracing Hispanic culture, he
said he has grown to see himself as both.
The color of skin is not a factor in determining who he is, he said.
During his freshman year, Wheelock
said the HSCS almost folded from a lack of
student involvement. Since then, the group
has built a solid foundation, but there is
still a need for more members.
“There has got to be more people like
me out there who have Hispanic roots,”
Wheelock said. “We need to find them because I think they would be as happy as I
am if they were to get involved.”
While a fun showcase with music and

dancing helps students get involved, Lewis
said the most important thing the HSCS
can do is provide support for Hispanic
students.
“HSCS is actually the only sector of
LSU that really does programming and
events for Hispanic students here on campus,” Lewis said. “We’re the only organization on campus that connects Hispanic
students with resources to help them in the
community.”
Lewis believes the atmosphere of support they have worked to create is what
makes HSCS special. As the society grows,
she said they hope to maintain that feeling.
“We try to provide a family environment for anyone that will come,”
Wheelock said. “Wherever you are
from, it is nice to have a place and
friends that you can share your experiences with, and that is what we have in
the HSCS.”
story · william morris
design · cassidy day
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Right Cedric Taylor, a student
from Scotlandville Magnet High
School, juggles stuffed animals
during an Ice Breaker game at the
LSU EnvironMentors program
event on Oct. 21, 2013, at the
BREC Milford Wampold Memorial Park on Stanford Ave.
GRACE STEINHAUSER,
The Daily Reveille

Left Tremond Parker (front) and Valerie Derouen (back) paddle on the LSU Campus Lakes on Oct. 21, 2013, at the BREC Milford Wampold Memorial Park on Stanford
Ave as participants in the LSU EnvironMentors program. Right Staff from the LSU UREC and members of the LSU EnvironMentors program perform ice breakers with
Scotlandville Magnet High School students.
GRACE STEINHAUSER, The Daily Reveille
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october environmentors

Staff from the LSU UREC and
members of the LSU chapter of
the EnvironMentors collaborate
with students from Scotlandville
High for a canoeing field trip
and to elaborate on their science
projects Oct. 21, 2013, at
the BREC Milford Wampold
Memorial Park on Stanford Ave.
GRACE STEINHAUSER,
The Daily Reveille

ENVIRONMENTORS

Student group gives back to community through science and
outdoor adventure
A group of 14 science-loving Scotlandville
Magnet High School students are getting the
chance to hone their skills and shape their minds.
They are afforded opportunities to conduct
scientific research in state-of-the-art labs at the
University, present their studies to professionals
and compete in a national science conference in
Washington, D.C.
The activities are all a part of this year’s
itinerary for the University EnvironMentors program.
This group started within the School of the
Coast and Environment in 2010 with the help of
Dean Chris D’Elia. The national and local chapter’s platform is to act as a college access program
that pairs science mentoring and college preparation to help underrepresented youth, who are
classified as such by race, gender or income,
said Valerie Derouen, biological sciences and
education graduate student and EnvironMentor
coordinator.
The high schoolers in the program are individually paired with two University graduate
students or staff members who act as mentors to
work on a science-based project from the fall to
the spring, when they will present the final product to a panel of judges in April.
From there, three students are chosen to
embark on an all-expense paid trip to Washington, D.C. in May to present their projects in the

EnvironMentors National Science Fair, where
winners are awarded college scholarships.
“Right now, we are really working on creating a bond between the mentors and the students,” Derouen said. “Last week was the first
week they were told who they were paired with,
so we want to give them the opportunity to actually spend some time and get to know their mentors outside of the project time.”
Mentors meet with students every Monday
to work on their respective projects. When meeting days aren’t filled with learning the scientific
method or crafting ideas, the students get a sense
of environmental awareness from activities like
canoeing, said Stacy Peterson, oceanography and
coastal sciences graduate student and EnvironMentors coordinator.
The two EnvironMentors project coordinators oversee the logistics of the chapter and work
to extend mentor participation across the University, and this year they range from the College of
Science to the College of Agriculture.
Marshall Kormanec, oceanography and
coastal sciences graduate student and mentor,
is working with his student Tyler Morris for
the second time. Morris and Kormanec teamed
up last year, and this year’s project is aimed at
sustainability.
The mentors create a lasting relationship
with students as they enter college and work to-

ward graduation, a goal of the program, Peterson
said.
Kormanec has managed to do just that and
keeps a working relationship with a past student
he mentored, Brodrick Vincent, biology sophomore and EnvironMentors participant.
Vincent and Kormanec still correspond regarding school and advice about classes, practices that Kormanec called “so rewarding.”
Kormanec joined EnvironMentors out of a
need to give back to youth he can identify with,
he said.
“I had a tough time affording college, and I
had help and wanted to give that back,” he said.
Being a participant in the program helped
ensure a smooth transition to the University, Vincent said, and having his mentors available on
campus was an added bonus.
“I can go to [Kormanec] anytime,” Vincent
said. “I was able to go to him and he helped
me with different assignments. Anything with
school, or personal, he was there to help.”
Derouen said the University chapter is one
of the more successful chapters around the country, and the funding and support they receive
from sponsors each year enables them to make
it better each year. The chapter was awarded the
National EnvironMentors 2013 Chapter of the
Year Award, an achievement both coordinators
are proud of and aim to repeat.
story · johnathan olivier
design · valencia richardson
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Nick Noonan, left, and Amy
Heidemann, right, of the pop duo
Karmin, perform Oct. 24, 2013,
at the LSU Homecoming Concert
held on the Parade Ground.

A CAPPELLA

Pop duo Karmin headlines
this year’s Homecoming Concert

The name “Karmin” is a “portmanteau,” or combination of words, created from the Latin word “Carmen,” meaning “songs” and the word “karma.”
It’s safe to say that karma has definitely been on Karmin’s side.
Headlining for LSU’s annual Homecoming Concert, the pop duo is famous for its genre-bending music, and began its internet takeover by posting covers of songs spanning several genres. Beginning its venture in 2011,
Karmin has made great strides in the past two years.
“We were actually doing originals first and nobody cared, so we were
like, ‘how can we get people to care,’ so we started covering songs in a way
that was kind of unique so that people were a little curious about our original
stuff” said Nick Noonan, one half of Karmin.
But Karmin never expected the type of notoriety they would receive for
the internet endeavor. Besides the massive YouTube reception (the hit single,
“Brokenhearted,” clocks in at almost 19 million views), the group’s popularity thrived after being discussed on the social news and entertainment website, Reddit.
“We started using YouTube because we were too broke to tour, so at the
time, we were like, ‘the Internet is great and it’s free to upload a video,’ so
we sort of stumbled into YouTube,” said Amy Heidemann, the other half of
Karmin.
The duo has collaborated with a number of artists, including the likes of

Big Time Rush and producer Warryn Campbell, who has produced tracks for
Alicia Keys and Kanye West. Of all of the collaborations Karmin has had, the
group’s favorite dates back to one of Heidemann’s childhood idols.
“Shaggy — when I was younger, the ‘It Wasn’t Me’ song, that was like the
‘no no’ song in my house, and my parents were like ‘that’s naughty!’ I grew
up in a really Christian home,” Heidemann laughed. “So I always loved his
voice and we basically talked to each other on Twitter and I sent him a track.
It was kind of like an Internet collaboration.”
As for future collaborations, the duo has its sights set a bit higher, naming
artists like Kanye West.
“His album ‘My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy,’ I remember when it
came out, and I don’t buy many albums, but when it came out, I got it and
listened to it nonstop,” Heidemann said. “And that was actually before we
started rapping, and it actually gave us the courage to start doing that.”
Karmin’s next album, composed of only originals (with a song featuring
Shaggy), is said to be due out toward the end of 2013. One single from the
album, “Acapella,” was released in July.
“We’re right around the corner from finishing it, and it was one of those
things where we did two phases ... It just kept getting better every phase,”
Heidemann said.`
story · rebecca docter
photos · charles champagne
design · ryan lachney
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UNLIKELY UPRISING
Fresh faces emerge versus Furman

LSU saw its usual stars pad statistics in the No.
11 Tigers’ 48-16 win against Football Championship Subdivision foe Furman. But when the Tigers needed a big play, it was the less experienced
players who provided the spark to break away
from the lingering Paladins.
Unlikely offensive linemen, running backs and
defensive backs played a key role in the Tigers’
season-high 672 yards of total offense.
“That was probably the greatest plus of the
day,” said LSU coach Les Miles. “We played a lot
of young guys on offense and defense.”
Junior running back Terrence Magee rushed
for 108 yards on only seven attempts and scored
twice. His first touchdown came early in the third
quarter when the Tigers only led by four points.
Then, early in the fourth quarter, Magee scored on
a 39-yard touchdown run to seal the victory.
“I think Terrence Magee is that guy every
snap,” Miles said. “He is a talented guy who deserves snaps.”

It was Magee’s second 100-yard rushing game
and second multiple touchdown game of the season. The Franklinton, La., native rushed for 108
yards in the victory against Kent State and scored
twice in the season opener against TCU.
Freshman Melvin Jones, originally listed as a
linebacker, caught a 7-yard touchdown pass from
senior quarterback Zach Mettenberger late in the
third quarter when the LSU offense started to
break away. The catch was the first of Jones’ LSU
career.
“Melvin Jones has been waiting for his chance
all year,” Magee said. “Finally, he got one tonight.
He stepped in and played a key role.”
In the trenches, freshman Ethan Pocic started
at center for the first time in his collegiate career,
replacing junior Elliott Porter.
“I thought Ethan Pocic did great,” Miles said.
“There wasn’t a missed snap. I thought his assignments were very, very good. I don’t think he
had any problems with protection. For a first-time

starter, I thought he did great.”
Junior Evan Washington filled the right tackle
spot in place of junior offensive tackle La’el Collins. Washington and Pocic dominated the line
and opened gaps for Tiger running backs to gain
332 rushing yards.
On the opposite side of the ball, freshman cornerback Dwayne Thomas had the best game of his
young career. Defensive coordinator John Chavis
blitzed Thomas twice off the corner, sacking Furman sophomore quarterback Reese Hannon both
times and forcing one fumble.
Whenever the offense and defense struggled,
the emergence of young and inexperienced players lifted the Tigers past the Paladins.
“Next week, it might be another guy sitting
there waiting on his turn,” Magee said. “You never know. You just have to stay patient and keep
preparing as if you are the starter. “

story · trip dugas
design · elise bernard
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Left LSU junior defensive back Tre’ Sullivan (44) and senior defensive back Dexter Alexander (27)
celebrate the Tigers’ 48-16 homecoming victory against Furman on Oct. 26, 2013, in Tiger Stadium.
GRACE STEINHAUSER, The Daily Reveille

Below LSU senior running back Alfred Blue (4)
runs past Furman sophomore Carl Rider (55).
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille

Left LSU junior place kicker
James Hairston (30) kicks the
ball downfield Oct. 26, 2013,
during the Tigers’ 48-16 win
against Furman in Tiger
Stadium.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX,
The Daily Reveille
Right LSU junior safety
Ronald Martin (26) intercepts a pass meant for Furman freshman wide receiver
Andrej Suttles (3).
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX,
The Daily Reveille
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HOMECOMING WEEK
Tiger Stadium was filled Saturday night
as students waited patiently for the announcement of the 2013 homecoming king and queen.
Alex Cagnola, biological engineering senior, and
Emma Arceneaux, biological sciences senior, were
crowned king and queen during halftime of the
LSU vs. Furman game.
“It was so incredible, I don’t even have
words to describe it,” Arceneaux said of the moment she heard her named called as the homecoming queen.
Arceneaux said the experience of being on the field during halftime is what she will
remember the most from being crowned, along
with how supportive her family was during the
whole homecoming process. Even though she is
the homecoming queen, Arceneaux said she will

still live out a normal student life.
“I won’t let the crown change me,”
Arceneaux said. “I just try to be the best person I
can be.”
The 2013 Homecoming queen candidates also included Sarah Beth Theriot, biological sciences senior, and Carley Wahlborg, a mass
communication senior. The king candidates also
included Dylon Hoffpauir, mass communication
senior, and Tuan Tran, biological sciences senior.
Other members of the 2013 Homecoming Court included juniors, sophomores and
freshman. The juniors on the homecoming court
were Sara Hazelwood, a secondary education major; Matthew Landry, a nutrition and food sciences major; Arenn Martin, a business management
and sports administration major; and Bradley

Williams, a public relations major. Sophomore
members of the court were Alli Beth Blanchard,
a kinesiology major; and Jacob Boudreaux, a biochemistry and French double major. First-year
students included Gabriella Darden, a mathematics major; and Alex Naquin, a chemical engineering major.
Arceneaux encouraged students to not
be afraid of applying for homecoming court, adding that the experience is one “you will never forget.”
LSU Homecoming was coordinated by
LSU Campus Life, a unit within the Office of the
Dean of Students and the Division of Student Life
and Enrollment.

story · elizabeth thomas
design · valencia richardson

Mike and the cheerleaders put on a show for
Homecoming on October 24, 2014.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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The Collective Band performs at the Homecoming
Concert on October 24, 2014.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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2013
HOMECOMING
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Emma Arseneaux, Queen, and Alex Cangola, King

Top left Skin masks like the one shown are used
to add texture to actors’ faces to give a decaying
appearance.
Top right A set of disfigured teeth rest on a table.
Bottom left A spider decorates French and
sedondary education senior Stephanie “Kiki”
Cronan’s hair in preparation of her performance at
Necropolis 13.
Bottom right A tub of red paint is used to add
blood to actors’ ensembles.
photos by

CHARLES CHAMPAGNE,
The Daily Reveille

BEFORE AND AFTERLIFE
University students haunt The 13th Gate
Born into a royal family in the English town
of Bradford in the late 1800’s, Phillis always had
a strong desire to act, something her family never
agreed with. She escaped to America to become a
famous actress after her father killed her one true
love, who was convicted of treason.
After sneaking onto a trading ship, Phillis
found herself in New Orleans, where the great
Voodoo Witch Marie Laveau promised her fame
in return for her life. Vulnerable and with no one
else to turn to, Phillis agreed.
Laveau put Phillis to work as a bellhop in the
lobby of her home, manning the eerie elevators,
also known as the “hellevators,” for the past 156
years.
The feisty bellhop gets quite bored during the
year with no visitors, so she loves when the humans come for the month of October. Although
thousands of visitors come through each year, this
is not the kind of fame Phillis had dreamed of.
Communication Studies senior Blakeley Vicknair has played Phillis at The 13th Gate for two
years now. During Halloween season, Vicknair is

one of the many University students to transform
into a creature of the night and haunt The Gate.
“We’re all very normal, silly people with big
dreams, and in the blink of an eye we are gory
and ready to scare the life out of people,” Vicknair
said.
With more than 250 actors and crewmembers
employed, Stage Manager Jamie Schexnayder
estimates University students make up about 35
percent of The 13th Gate’s cast. These dedicated
workers take it upon themselves to create detailed
background stories for the characters they portray.
“With acting, the best way to be believable to
the outside world is when you submerge yourself into the life of your character, becoming that
character,” Vicknair said. “Not to mention I play
Phillis three days a week for an average of six to
seven hours a night. It’s almost impossible not to
get stuck.”
The actors and actresses are truly committed
to the roles they play night after night. But like all
dedicated employees, separating work and play
can be challenging.

University alumna Kelsey White said leaving
their personas at work is something all actors and
actresses at The Gate struggle with, especially if
accents are involved. From cockney to Romanian
accents, when speaking in an accent for a long
time, she said, it is difficult to go back to normal.
White has played her character Alena in Necropolis 13, The 13th Gate’s add-on, for the past
three years. She describes Alena as a flirtatious
vampire that loves to seduce her prey, never apologizing for invading patrons’ personal spaces.
“Last year a lot of my Gate friends and I would
have a sleepover after the show at a friend’s
house,” White said. “I woke them up one morning
by serving them donuts as Alena. It was ridiculous and a lot of fun.”
The haunters see each other as family, and
White even calls The 13th Gate home. This bond
formed easily, Brown said, because the workers
love what they do.
“We’re all one big happy, scary family,” Brown
said. “It’s a creepy family, but it’s a family.”
story · katie daigrepont
design · cassidy day
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KELSEY
WHITE

LSU alumnae

STEPHANIE
CRONAN

French and secondary
education senior

LANI
BOUDREAUX
Sociology junior
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Right LSU senior forward and midfielder Danielle
Murphy progresses the ball downfield Sunday, Sept.
29, 2013 during the Tiger’s 3-2 victory against
Mississppi State.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
Below LSU sophomore midfielder Tori Sample (28)
dribbles the ball downfield Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 as
the Tigers faced the BYU Cougars.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
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SOCCER SADNESS
Soccer team suffers losing season
Though there is rarely an easy way to finish
a season, the LSU soccer team still seems to find
some particularly brutal methods.
No. 10 seed Auburn (8-8-4, 3-5-3 Southeastern
Conference) used senior forward Bianca Sierra’s
penalty kick golden goal in the seventh minute of
overtime to best the No. 7 seed LSU (9-9-2, 5-5-1
SEC), 1-0, Monday in the first round of the SEC
Tournament in Orange Beach, Ala.
The teams traded quality looks at the goal
down the stretch in regulation, but it was the Tigers from the Plains that controlled the overtime
action, culminating with a foul call on LSU junior
defender Jodi Calloway for a contested header.
“Unless you win the national title, you’re
probably losing your last game, and that’s what
you’ll remember,” said LSU coach Brian Lee. “It
seems we have a tough [finish] every year.”
Calloway appeared to be contesting a 50-50
ball just yards from the net, but the call came and
elicited incredulous reactions from Calloway and
the rest of the LSU back line.
The pleading was for naught, as Sierra buried her first goal of the season on the penalty
kick to extend Auburn’s unbeaten streak to seven
matches.

“We didn’t feel like it was a penalty, but the result is not unfair either,” Lee said. “It was an even
match. Jodi probably bumped her a little bit, but it
was embellished some. It was certainly reasonable
that [the referee] called it, though you’d like to see
play-on in that situation.”
Auburn advances to face No. 2 seed Texas
A&M in Wednesday’s quarterfinal match.
The loss ended LSU’s season, as a second-half
spiral featured six straight losses to close the year.
LSU led the SEC just three weeks ago.
It was the second consecutive year that LSU’s
season ended with a last-minute defeat in Orange
Beach.
In a similar situation last fall, needing several wins to make a case for an NCAA Tournament
bid, LSU bowed out in the first round of the 2012
SEC Tournament when Ole Miss scored with 43
seconds left to break a scoreless tie.
This is the third time in five years that LSU’s
season finished with a loss on a penalty kick.
In the final six minutes of regulation, freshman
defender Megan Lee had two chances to put LSU
ahead, missing a breakaway on a through ball
from freshman forward Summer Clarke in the
84th minute.

During the 86th minute, her close-range header was tipped over the crossbar, halting LSU’s last
legitimate scoring opportunity.
For her final college game, LSU senior goalkeeper Megan Kinneman turned in a vintage
performance, saving seven shots and keeping
a persistent Auburn offense off the board for 97
minutes and change.
“It was one of the best games of her career,”
Brian Lee said. “In the second half, she made just
four or five blinding saves to keep us in it. You
can’t ask for more than she’s given us for four
years.”
In 57 career starts, Kinneman allowed just 1.26
goals per game and saved a school-record 284
shots, but LSU missed the NCAA Tournament in
all three seasons she was the full-time starter.
LSU has now missed the NCAAs in consecutive seasons for the first time since 2005-06, Lee’s
first two seasons as coach.
“It’s frustrating,” he said. “We’re in a transition
time in the program — some key seniors finishing
up and playing with some really talented freshmen. The future is still on an upward path for us,
but we didn’t have enough the last few weeks.”
story · chris abshire
design · valencia richardson

The LSU Woman’s Soccer Team
celebrates after a score Friday,
Sept. 27, 2013 at the LSU
Soccer Stadium.
GRACE STEINHAUSER,
The Daily Reveille
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Hand-crafted cermamic pieces sit on shelves ready
to be sold Nov. 19, 2013, during the LSU Art and
Design ceramic sale in Free Speech Plaza.
MARIEL GATES, The Daily Reveille
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november voodoo fest

Festivalgoers are pictured on Nov. 1, 2013, at the 2013
Voodoo Music + Arts Experience.
Photos by ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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BROKEN AND BRUISED
Mistakes cost Tigers a victory against Alabama
LSU senior quarterback Zach Mettenbeger (8) crawls across the field Nov. 9, 2013, during the
Tigers’ 38-17 loss to the Alabama Crimson Tide at Bryant-Denny Stadium in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — When attempting to take
down a No. 1 opponent, a team typically has a
small window of opportunity to walk away with
a victory.
No. 18 LSU’s window opened up in the first
quarter of its contest with No. 1 Alabama, as its
defense held the Crimson Tide to 42 yards in the
Tigers’ first three drives of the game, while posting 129 of its own.
But it rapidly began to close when the Tigers
(7-3, 3-3 Southeastern Conference) opened the
game losing back-to-back fumbles and found
themselves behind 3-0 at the end of the first quarter, despite more than tripling the Tide’s (9-0, 6-0
SEC) offensive production and controlling the
clock.
LSU’s first turnover may have been its most
devastating, as senior fullback J.C. Copeland fumbled the ball on the Alabama 1-yard line on what
looked like an easy touchdown play to end a nineplay, 81-yard drive.
“I would certainly like to be up seven, and take
the ball at that point forward and drive it,” said

LSU coach Les Miles. “It could have been a different start to the game.”
The LSU defense responded by forcing a threeand-out on the Alabama drive, but that celebration was short-lived, as the offense then allowed
a sack and committed a delay-of-game penalty
before an errant snap gave the Crimson Tide possession on the LSU 27-yard line.
Alabama settled for a field goal, giving it a 3-0
lead. That was the last success the Tiger defense
had, as the Tide found the end zone on five consecutive drives.
“In a big-time game like this against the No. 1
team in the nation — a great team — you have to
eliminate those turnovers,” said LSU junior wide
receiver Odell Beckham Jr. “We didn’t do a good
job of that, and that’s probably the reason we lost.”
The Tide ran away with the game in the second
half as LSU’s offense stalled, but LSU found itself
with one final chance in the fourth quarter, trailing
31-17 when Beckham returned a kickoff 82 yards
to the Alabama 18-yard line.
But a 3-yard loss from LSU sophomore running

back Jeremy Hill and three straight incomplete
passes by LSU senior quarterback Zach Mettenberger turned the ball over on downs.
And the window shut.
Alabama drove the ball 78 yards for its final
score of the game and sealed its victory.
“I thought that if we could get a quick touchdown, we might be able to get back in the game,”
Beckham said. “But it wasn’t the case.”
The Tigers’ mistakes cost them a chance at
upsetting a No. 1 rival and, in most cases, would
have the potential to haunt those who made them.
But Mettenberger remained confident, saying
these mishaps distracted from what was otherwise a close, hard-fought game.
“You could look at the score and think one
thing,” Mettenberger said. “But if you watched
the game, you would know that if we didn’t turn
the ball over and made some smarter decisions in
the third and fourth quarters, it would be a ball
game.”
story · tyler nunez
design · ryan lachney
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Top Sophomore running back Jeremy Hill (33) rushes for a first down. Bottom left Junior wide receiver Odell Beckham Jr. (3) evades Alabama junior
wide receiver Christion Jones (22). Bottom right Sophomore offensive guard Trai Turner walks off the field.
Photos by RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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Right LSU Spanish junior Elise Abshire of Fleur
D’Elise Sweets mixes cream cheese icing for her
homemade cupcakes Monday, Nov. 11, 2013 in her
home in Baton Rouge.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
Below Salty and sweet caramel cupcakes made by
LSU Spanish junior Elise Abshire of Fleur D’Elise
Sweets on in her home in Baton Rouge.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
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SWEET STUDIES
University student opens baking company
With the end of the semester nearing,
University students are always looking for
new ways to relieve the stress that comes
with the finals crunch. Spanish junior Elise
Abshire has managed to take her stress reliever — baking — and turn it into a fullfledged business.
“People may go run or relax outside,
but for me I love to bake,” Abshire said.
“It’s my way of clearing my head and relieving stress.”
Abshire created her own baking company, Fleur d’Elise Sweets, about one
month ago, an idea she’s always had in the
back of her mind, she said. After requests
to bake for bigger events became more frequent, she realized there was a potential to
turn her hobby into a profit.
With no professional training, Abshire
said she began experimenting with baking
tools she found in her pantry about five
years ago. What started out as elaborate,
personalized birthday gifts for her high
school friends has turned into something
she could have never imagined, she said.
“I was bad at buying gifts, so I’d try to
make sweets that represented my friends’

personalities,” Abshire said. “It’s been really cool to see it kind of come from just
bringing cakes to friends at school to people really supporting me and baking for
big events.”
The support from her family and
friends has truly helped Abshire get to
where she is today, she said. Abshire also
credits her strong faith for helping her to
achieve so much in such a short amount of
time.
“I guess God has given me these talents
that I’ve just been trying to use to make
other people’s events better,” Abshire said.
Fleur d’Elise Sweets has received a
strong response so far with nearly 600
likes on its Facebook page. Abshire said
she’s currently busier than ever, working
to expand her business by donating cake
certificates to the Pro Vita March for Life
Benefit Dinner Thursday and working on a
LivingSocial deal for the Christmas break.
Abshire works hard to make her sweets
taste as good as they look, something she’s
proud of. She credits her success to the fact
that she avoids using fondant, a sugary,
edible substance that’s easier to work with

but doesn’t taste nearly as good as real icing, she said.
“I like my cakes to taste good and look
good and make people happy,” she said.
From helping her friends with their
senior projects to baking a birthday cake
for a friend’s dad, Abshire said her connections in Baton Rouge and at Christ the King
Catholic Church have helped her company
to grow in a short amount of time.
Her apartment’s landlord even knows
about Abshire’s passion for baking, offering to replace her old oven for a better one.
“My place has a little window in the
kitchen,” Abshire said, “so the landlord
keeps joking, saying that she’s going to sit
and watch me bake and wait by the window for things to be ready.”
Abshire is currently working on getting a tax ID and ultimately hopes to open
a bakery in Baton Rouge.
“I’m really thankful for my faith and
for baking and for the opportunity for
education,” Abshire said. “All those three
together would be me in a little nutshell.”
For more information, check out Fleur
d’Elise Sweets on Facebook.
story · katie daigrepont
design · elise bernard

LSU Spanish junior
Elise Abshire, owner
of Fleur D’Elise
Sweets, puts cream
cheese icing atop her
pumpkin muffins
Monday, Nov. 11,
2013 in her home in
Baton Rouge.
CHARLOTTE
WILLCOX,
The Daily Reveille
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UPCYCLE
Students create sustainable furniture from recycled materials
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sustainable furniture

Newspaper furniture, bike tire hammocks
and liquor bottle lights are just a few of the things
University students will see today at the University Recreation Center from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The University architecture students in the
elective course titled [UP]cycling>[down]cycling
had four hours Tuesday night to assemble sustainable furniture using only newspaper, water bottles, bike tires, glass bottles and washing machines
to be presented in an exhibit today as one of their
final projects for the semester.
On one of the first days of class, the students researched what materials could be used
for upcycling and how to make furniture using only materials intrinsic to the product – no
glue, tape, screws or other binding materials are
allowed.
“The second thing we had to do after choosing materials was go to the UREC and interview
people to see what we as architecture students
could do to provide for them, and really they said
seating by the classrooms,” said fourth year architecture student Teresa Williams.
Each
of
the
four
groups
created its own seating: water bottle and newspaper loungers, washing machine chairs, cardboard
tubes and glass bottle seating and lighting.
Overall, the groups collected more than 200
water bottles and 800 glass bottles.
“We did lots of stakeholder research, and the
students spent a lot of time at the UREC observing people and doing lots of research trying to
understand how the UREC works and the needs

of UREC users,” said assistant professor Meredith
Sattler. “A lot of people sat on floor in that hallway waiting for the classes to start so that’s where
a lot of seating ideas came from.”
Fifth year architecture student Carolina Rodriguez said the coolest thing about this
project is the way it was designed. Her group
created the lounge chairs using only water bottles and copies of The Daily Reveille and DIG
Magazine.
She said the group even tried to achieve a
curvature, which is a design in the shape of the
chair that makes it fit the human body.
Along with each piece of furniture displayed
throughout the UREC, the students created signs
informing people of the different ways recycling
works and some alarming statistics about the lack
of recycling in the Baton Rouge community.
“The largest piece is composed of 291 water
bottles, which corresponds to the number of bottles wasted everyday at the UREC,” said fourth
year architecture student Tyler Detiveaux.
The group members agreed that the
more time they spent on the project, the better
an understanding of each water bottle’s personality they gained: Ozarka is gentle; Nestle Pure Life is weak; and Dasani is stubborn,
Detiveaux said.
Getting the necessary amount of newspaper
for this project was no easy task, according to second year architecture graduate student Landon
Pugh who said he spent more than 20 hours rolling newspaper last week alone.

The group said they have been collecting water bottles since before this class even started, anticipating the need for them at some point during
the semester.
While one group was diligently working on
creating newspaper and water bottle loungers, another was weaving a bike tire hammock.
The hammock, which now has been demoted
to a sculptural piece because of the UREC’s liability concerns, is created completely from deflated
bike tire tubes woven together. The hammock is
tied to the railing between one of the staircases
near the UREC’s front desk.
The students said they visited all of the local
bike shops in order to get their materials.
The sustainability saga continues with one
group that created chairs out of washing machines
salvaged from a nearby apartment complex.
“Our project is based around washing machines and what we are calling ‘design for disassembly,’” said fourth year student Zachary
Chatelain. “It’s basically looking at recycling and
deconstruction of the components of machines
and what it takes to recycle objects like this.”
The students arranged a series of washing machines that show the disassembling process and highlight facts about recycling the
disassembled
parts.
Another
machine was upcycled to create a light
fixture, and another was upcycled to create a chair.
The final group created a multi-purpose
seating and lighting structure, said fourth year
student Andrew Layman. The project creates a
light filtering screen with a foundation that forms
seating.
To create this structure, the group connected
cardboard tubes to form walls and strategically
placed glass liquor bottles throughout different
sections of the tubing.
Assistant
professor
Meredith
Sattler said the class picked the UREC as the
on-campus venue for the project because
of the size of the UREC and its current
sustainability initiatives.
“They have significant sustainability initiatives already happening and one of the great ones
is Clear Water, Green Heart, which is trying to get
people not to bring disposable plastic bottles into
the UREC,” said Sattler. “So, it was a lovely fit for
us to be there.”
Sattler and her class were looking for a
space where people are able to interact with
the project, and she is most excited about
seeing the interactions.
The Upcycle Exhibition Reception is to
be held in Classroom 1 and is free and open to
the public.
The
exhibition
will
be
on
display from Nov. 14 - Dec. 6.
story · alexis rebennack
design · cassidy day
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Ole War Skule
In a single day, thousands of University students will step foot on
the Parade Ground. From lively tailgating to quiet study sessions, people
often forget the Parade Ground is one of many memorials on campus
that once served as a military training ground for LSU, a school steeped
in tradition.
To honor the University’s rich military history, Student Government is holding Old War Skule Week, a series of events to honor and
recognize LSU veterans leading up to LSU Salutes on Friday.
The first official function of LSU Salutes is a luncheon
recognizing POWs and those missing in action during World War II as
well as eight female veterans from the war.
“It is important to ensure past, present and future students know
our military history,” said Executive Director of the Cadets of the Old
War Skule Randy Gurie.
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Student Government honors
University’s military history
In the spirit of the rivalry between LSU and Texas A&M football
teams, cadets from Texas A&M will compete with LSU cadets in Corps
Wars — physical and tactical military contests that range from tug-ofwar to gun accuracy competitions — before Saturday’s football game.
“This is a revival of tradition and competition,” Gurie said.
SG started the competition today with a push-up competition between the two branches of ROTC judged by UREC referees.
A series of events will be held, including a rifle demonstration on
Wednesday and a campus-wide camo day Thursday.
This is the first year of Old War Skule Week, but SG Chief of Staff
Joe Gipson said he wants to see the campaign have the same lasting effect as LSU Salutes, which started in the ’90s.
“This is an awareness campaign bringing attention to military history
at LSU,” Gipson said. “This is about recognizing that pride and opening up a

dialogue.”
Military has been a long part of the historical dialogue of the University, as LSU was founded as a military academy and the University is
nicknamed “The Old War Skule.”
“How we got the nickname ‘Old War Skule’ has never been verified,
but it was given by Col. William Tecumseh Sherman, the first president
of LSU,” Gurie said.
The University has been the site of captures of military officials and
battles during the Civil War.
Memorial Tower, built in 1929 by the American Legion, was given
to the University as a memorial for the Louisiana residents who served
in World War I, Gurie said. Like the Parade Ground, this University icon
is one most students see daily, but they may not realize is part of the
school’s military roots.

The Cadets of the Old War Skule is one group seeking to
preserve this history and honor those who have served and
dedicated their lives to the University and the country.
It started as an alumni military organization in the 1950s, in which
faculty and administrators would seek guidance and advice, Gurie said.
The group’s founding goal was to ensure future generations of LSU
cadets would remember the University’s military heritage and traditions, according to its website.
“This organization acknowledges the lineage from LSU’s first campus in Pineville as a military school,” Gurie said.

story · camille stelly
design · elise bernard

Memorial Tower is silhouetted against the skyline
as the sun sets Monday behind Tiger Stadium.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille
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BEHIND THE CURVE

A line of students waiting to get into the testing
center in Himes Hall stretches across the Quad
on Nov. 19, 2013.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille

Outdated testing center software causes server failure,
massive delay
About 150 students in the Computer Based Testing Center in Himes Hall
couldn’t submit their tests around 2:30 p.m. on . Meanwhile, more than 100
other students were left waiting outside the testing center, and as the minutes
passed, the line grew longer.
“People were pressing submit, but the tests weren’t going through,” said
kinesiology junior Carley Gulino. “The people next to me had to retake the
test three times. … People were getting really agitated.”
With 625 students scheduled to take tests for the remainder of the day, Office of Assessment and Evaluation employees were scrambling to determine
what exactly had caused the servers to fail.
By 4 p.m., OAE Director Bobby Matthews had identified the problem: a
glitch in the obsolete software.
“We’ve known for some time that the software is out of date,” Matthews
said. “It’s sort of predictable this sort of thing would happen, actually.”
OAE tweeted at 6:22 p.m. that the system was back up and students could
stop by before 7:15 p.m. if they wanted to make up their test that evening.
Otherwise, testing would resume the next day as usual. “Come in and we can

seat you or reschedule,” OAE tweeted to a follower inquiring about how to
resolve a missed appointment.
OAE approached the Student Tech Fee Oversight Committee earlier
during the fall semester about purchasing new software that would safeguard against problems like students experienced. The new system was introduced during the spring.
“I wish I could explain it in more technical terms, but in any case,
that this happened doesn’t surprise us,” Matthews said. “This is why
we wanted to change the system. It’s the old software that caused the
problem.”
Apparently flooded with emails from concerned students, faculty were
well aware of the testing situation.
“I have received many emails about the testing center having issues,”
graduate assistant Stacey DeMyer wrote in an email to students in her Accounting 2000 class whose tests were scheduled that day. “Please do not send
me any more emails. I am aware of the issue and will email the class again
when I find out more information.”
story · alyson gaharan
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HONORING
JOHN F. KENNEDY
University remembers late president on the
50th anniversary of his assassination
Jesse Walker was a young LSU professor looking at samples in his lab. For him, it was a normal
day marred by bad news.
But for Raymond Strother, an Associated Press
reporter in Baton Rouge and LSU graduate student, it was the day that dimmed his hopes for
America. Strother looked up to President John F.
Kennedy as a leader who represented his young
generation.
Nov. 22, 2013, marked the 50th anniversary of
Kennedy’s assassination, one of the most tragic
incidents in the nation’s history.
The generation of college students today never
cheered on the handsome, young president. Millennials weren’t alive to feel the pang of the bullet
that shot through Kennedy’s head and pierced
America’s heart. But the stories about JFK, his
“Camelot” era in the White House and the day
when everything changed have filtered down
through students’ parents, professors, coaches
and bosses.
LSU lacks a definitive account of how campus reacted to hearing the news of the president’s
death on Nov. 22, 1963. Archives come up empty for records of statements from the Board of
Supervisors and the Office of Public Relations,
according to Assistant University Archivist Barry Cowan. But those who were in Louisiana remember the sense of mourning that transcended
the nation.
“It was like life stopped at that point,” Strother
said.
Kennedy was visiting Dallas and riding in a
motorcade downtown, his wife by his side, when
he was shot in front of hundreds. Lyndon B. Johnson, his vice president, was immediately sworn
in as his successor. A famous photo captured
the freshly widowed Jacqueline Kennedy, still

wearing her iconic pink Chanel suit, standing next
to Johnson as he was sworn in to the presidency.
Police captured Lee Harvey Oswald, the alleged shooter, at the Texas Theatre. Oswald had
also killed Dallas Police Officer J.D. Tippit shortly
after killing Kennedy.
On Nov. 24, police were transferring Oswald to
the county jail when Dallas nightclub owner Jack
Ruby shot and killed him. Without a trial to convict Oswald, the slew of unanswered questions
grew and ignited a storm of conspiracies.
The Warren Commission was formed to investigate Kennedy’s assassination. Its hotly contested 1964 report named Oswald as Kennedy’s lone
assassin. The report claimed Oswald acted alone
and killed the president with a rifle from the sixth
floor of the Texas School Book Depository.
Fifty years later, the image of JFK has morphed
from a struggling first-term president to a glittering example of leadership.
But the American public has stayed much the
same, according to Strother.
“The 50th anniversary comes at a critical point
in history because we can see history repeating
itself,” Strother said. He referenced the vitriol
and controversy surrounding President Barack
Obama.
Walker and Strother had opposite experiences
in Baton Rouge on the day Kennedy was killed.
Walker, a professor in the University’s Department of Geography and Anthropology, was
looking at samples from Alaska with a Swedish
researcher in his lab. Around 1 p.m., someone
came into the lab and announced the news. Walker turned on the radio, where it was confirmed.
The news was a shock, but he went back to
work soon afterward.
“I don’t recall anything about the mood on

campus,” said Walker, now a 92-year-old, highest
ranking Boyd Professor who still does research for
the University. “We worked that afternoon — we
continued doing what we were doing.”
But it wasn’t work as usual for Strother. As
a Kennedy fan and now famous Democratic political consultant, Strother heard the news of his
president’s death in a brutal way when he arrived
at an interview.
“Did you hear the great news?” someone
asked him. “They killed the bastard.”
He felt a blow to his whole body. He remembered people in Baton Rouge celebrating the death
of the man who they hated and he loved.
“I simply gave up on America for a while,” he
said.
Strother didn’t go to classes. He doesn’t remember writing a front-page story in the next
publication of The Daily Reveille. He doesn’t
know why he didn’t attend LSU’s memorial
service.
What Strother does remember is retreating to
a friend’s apartment for the next three days. They
watched a small black-and-white television. Glass
after glass of Scotch fueled them through it.
The Daily Reveille published a special JFK
memorial issue on Nov. 26, 1963. Black wreaths
adorned the top of the newspaper.
The news editor, Charles McBride, covered
the funeral from Washington, D.C. He sent in a
first-person narrative but never returned from the
nation’s capital, where he moved, Strother said.
“I am not a flag-waver, not a super-patriot, but
I felt — just as almost every other American felt at
that moment — very proud that the flag draping
the mahogany casket was mine,” McBride wrote
in the Nov. 26 edition.
story · andrea gallo

design · ryan lachney
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november football vs. texas a&m

On the final Texas A&M series of LSU’s 34-10 bludgeoning of the Aggies on Saturday, quarterback Johnny Manziel
defeatedly spiked an ill-fated screen pass into the Tiger Stadium turf.
LSU junior defensive tackle Ego Ferguson wrapped
Manziel up and patted him on the head, like someone consoling a child who had just lost their favorite toy.
For the second consecutive year, the Tigers toyed with
Manziel and the high-powered Aggie attack.
“I heard people saying that it’s not the same defense
[that beat A&M last year],” said LSU junior defensive tackle
Anthony Johnson. “I wish those guys in the NFL now the
best, but we’re still an LSU defense. You see who got the
W today.”
If Manziel has been the superhero of college football for
the last 15 months, it’s now obvious that the Tigers are his
archnemesis, one that is increasingly a step ahead of the foe.
LSU is now the only team to beat the 2012 Heisman Trophy winner twice, the first one to hand him a road loss and
the first one to hold him below a 50-percent completion percentage in a game.
In fact, Johnny Football — assuming he’s off to the NFL
after this season — will finish his career with a 46 percent
completion rate on 97 passes against LSU.
“You’d be lying to yourself if you said Johnny Football
isn’t special,” said Tiger sophomore cornerback Jalen Mills.
“You have to respect that, but we were mad people didn’t
give us much chance. We had [stopped him] before.”
Against all other opponents, Manziel averages 9.98
yards per pass attempt. Against LSU, that number plummets to 5.05 per throw.
This year’s shutdown method varied only slightly to
last year’s 19-point performance.
Instead of switching from a nickel package to predominantly the 3-2-6 Mustang formation after struggling early,
like the Tigers did in 2012, LSU seamlessly rotated between
defensive looks.
Blitzers swarmed on third downs, only to peel back
during the next series. Much-maligned LSU linebacker D.J.
Welter, in particular, harassed Manziel on several rushes.
The pass rush Manziel so routinely eases away of stayed
in front of him as the biting cold of a blustery afternoon rendered his pocket passing erratic.
“It’s not like [LSU] played one defense the whole night,”
said Texas A&M coach Kevin Sumlin. “That’s why you have
to give them credit. They were mixing up things and playing man-to-man [and] challenging receivers.”
The passing struggles, combined with six rushes for 21
yards by A&M running backs, left Manziel behind the firstdown sticks all game. Texas A&M converted a combined
five of 16 third or fourth downs.
Throughout the first half, LSU’s surprising defensive
success felt unsustainable. After all, the Tigers entered the
game allowing 27 points and more than 400 yards per game
through six conference contests.

The Aggie offense that hadn’t scored fewer than 41
points in a game this year and led the SEC in nearly every
major offensive category seemed a step away.
Two A&M drives in LSU territory ended on downs, including an 11-play, 89-yard march that was masterful until
the Tigers hunkered down inside the 5-yard line.
Manziel’s 51-yard touchdown pass to Derel Walker before halftime appeared to set the stage for the shootout everyone expected.
Instead of resting on an admittedly solid 10-point first
half effort, the LSU defense got mad.
“We had some guys hot about that last touchdown, including myself,” Mills said.
Johnson said the game plan involved physically containing Manziel, but that wasn’t the overall baseline goal
against Manziel.
“At halftime, we said they were getting no more,” Johnson said. “That was our expectation for the game, to allow
nothing. We gave them that one touchdown.”
LSU coach Les Miles said the second-half shutout —
just the second scoreless half of Manziel’s career — wasn’t
based on defensive coordinator John Chavis’ adjustments
or the scheme itself.
“[Chavis] talked to the defense at halftime and here’s
what he said: ‘It’s not the scheme. It’s the great effort and
energy of the guys that are playing for LSU on defense,’”
Miles said. “He said, ‘You’ve got 30 more minutes, and
you’ve got to play just like that.’ Hats off to the defense.
They did exactly that.”
The drive chart for A&M’s four second-half series read:
Interception, punt, interception, punt.
During those drives, Manziel was 8-for-19 passing with
two interceptions while taking a rare sack.
Even as the quarterback’s shot at another Heisman
waned, LSU said Manziel’s performance wasn’t the only
thing that failed to match the hype.
“Some guys may have been frustrated around him, but
he never showed it,” said LSU senior linebacker Lamin Barrow. “How Manziel played showed [frustration]. I don’t
know what people say about him, but he doesn’t really talk
a lot, act up or lose composure.”
Though his college career is likely ending in two games,
the question was omnipresent after the game: What is LSU’s
secret to stopping Johnny Manziel?
“I have a personal feeling for that, but I’ll keep that one
to myself,” Miles coyly said.
Maybe it’s as simple as lining an LSU defense across
from him.
“If I could tell you the plays, I would,” Barrow said. “I
can’t give out the secret, because I don’t fully understand
it.”
Barrow and the LSU defense may not fully grasp it, but
they put the secret on display Saturday for all to see again.
story · chris abshire
design · cassidy day

Left LSU sophomore running back Jeremy Hill (33)
attempts to evade Texas A&M junior defensive back
Howard Matthews on Saturday, Nov. 20, 2013 during
the Tiger’s 34-10 victory against the Aggies.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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Right A jewelry maker uses fire to sculpt metal pieces
Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 at the Louisiana Renaissance
Festival in Hammond, La.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
Below A musician serenades the crowd Sunday, Nov.
24, 2013 at the Louisiana Renaissance Festival in
Hammond, La.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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A vendor sells jewelry Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 at
the Louisiana Renaissance Festival in
Hammond, La.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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LSU junior setter Malorie Pardo (14) celebrates
with her teammates Friday, October 11, 2013
after the Tigers’ victory against Ole Miss in the
PMAC.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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volleyball

FIGHT TO THE FINISH

The LSU volleyball team began the 2013 season determined to make it back to the postseason
NCAA Tournament after failing to qualify in 2012.
The Tigers (18-12, 8-10 Southeastern Conference) had appeared in the tournament six of the
previous eight years.
But the team recommitted themselves to the
program and set their goals high despite the relative youth of the team.
“[This season] is going to be a year of change
for this program,” head coach Fran Flory said at
the team’s media day. “It started in spring with
a recommitment from our young players, mostly
our freshman and sophomore classes.”
The Tigers only had one senior — middle
blocker Desiree Elliott — and relied heavily on
contributions from the younger players.
Freshman middle blocker Briana Holman

stepped up in a big way all season, leading the
team with 371 kills. Holman’s performance was
good for a spot on the All-SEC Freshman Team as
well as the All-SEC Team.
“I think she’ll be the next All-American here,”
Flory said. “I put her on the same level of [former
LSU middle blocker] Brittnee Cooper who was a
first team All-American and a special person and
athletically. [Holman is] better than Brittnee as a
freshman, she’s had more impact on her team.”
The Tigers got out to a sizzling start in 2013 as
they won their first seven contests before falling to
Miami on the road.
Their SEC schedule offered a roller coaster ride
of peaks and valleys, as the young Tigers slowly
learned what it takes to be a winner in grueling
conference competition.
Their 18 wins were good enough to achieve

the preseason goal of competing at the NCAA
Tournament. LSU is grateful for their whirlwind
season because it has prepared them for any situation they might face in the tournament, said junior
setter Malorie Pardo.
“It’s been a roller coaster season,” Pardo said.
“I think that’s what makes us such a great team.
We’ve been through everything a team can imagine which is going to help us in the tournament.”
While winning games is most definitely the
team’s focus, the tournament will provide a young
LSU team with unprecedented experience and an
opportunity to grow up.
With all but one athlete returning for next season, the young Tigers have shown a lot of promise
this season and are looking forward to showcasing their ability in the NCAA Tournament as well
as the seasons to come.
story · dmitri skoumpourdis
design · valencia richardson
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Tiger Stadium displays red and green lights for
the holidays on Dec. 2, 2013.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille
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FALLING
APART
Part of ceiling falls in as ceramics studio awaits funding for repairs
For nearly a decade and a half, the College of Art and Design has been
waiting to receive construction funding, but on Saturday in the ceramics
studio, the college’s students’ and faculty’s greatest nightmare was realized
when a concrete panel fell from the ceiling, shutting down the studio indefinitely.
While no one was injured, students agreed had it not been the Thanksgiving holiday, someone could have been hurt. They said there is no time
when that building isn’t occupied, and the spot where the concrete panel fell
is the area with the most traffic.
“The ceiling tile actually hit the sink on the way down, so if someone
would have been standing there, they would’ve gotten hit,” said Molly Gleason, ceramics and sculpture junior. “That sink gets used probably the most
every single day because it’s the only one big enough for our buckets.”
Associate Executive Director of Facility Services David Maharrey said
the University is currently evaluating the building and determining the next
step. He also said the building is on the list to be renovated, but there is no
definite timeframe for those renovations to be completed.
University officials are aware of the construction needs on campus, but
according to Assistant Director of Long Range Planning Ken Courtade, the
state government determines when and where funding for construction goes.
Additionally, despite this life and safety issue, the earliest anyone can
expect to see funding for construction would be July 2014, he said.
Courtade said the art studios have been on the capital outlay budget
since 1999, waiting for funding, and the wait has only increased the price tag.
“The scope of the project has changed, which has increased the cost of
the project considerably,” Courtade said. “Now, it’s over a $15 million project.”
Assistant Director of Facility Services Tammy Millican said the state already provided money for the College of Art and Design to do the planning
and designing, which has been finished for more than a year.
“It takes several years to move through the capital outlay process,” Maharrey said.
He said the legislation looks at construction projects from across the
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state, and each year projects are prioritized differently depending on the budget cuts in certain areas, funding amounts and other factors.
The capital outlay budget for the 2014-15 school year mentions roofing
repairs to be done to different buildings on campus, but it does not specify
which buildings.
Associate art professor Mickey Walsh said this incident is deteriorating
the overall morale of students and faculty.
“I think we all feel really defeated by what’s going on,” Walsh said.
“We find ourselves in a chronically difficult position because we value what
we do, we have great students, we have a lot of momentum, we have a good
program and we just don’t get supported.”
Walsh said she and others are starting to feel a sense of brokenness and
abuse and as if there is nothing anyone can do to fix the problem.
“I am supportive of our administration and what they are trying to
do,” Walsh said. “I believe with every fiber of my being that they are doing
everything they can do, and I know they are just as frustrated as we are, so
it’s not necessarily an LSU issue. It’s a bigger issue about the value of the arts
and the value of the students’ safety that are in the arts.”
While the faculty members are upset about the lack of construction
progress in the College of Art and Design, ceramics students who have been
affected the most by this event are equally outraged.
“We are supposed to have renovations within the next couple of years,
but they should have made sure it was actually safe for us to be in there,” said
ceramics and sculpture senior Summer Zeringue.
Zeringue said she hopes this event will open the eyes of the state government because there could have been a lawsuit if someone had been hurt.
Ceramics senior Jess Cole said she is not surprised by this incident, but
that it is greatly affecting her ability to complete her final projects in time for
graduation.
“By the nature of the things I make, I need one of the tiny kilns in there,”
Cole said. “I can’t use anything else, so it adds a crazy amount of stress to
my life and extra days of work. I am absolutely not surprised the ceiling fell
through. If you leave anything laying in that room for like an hour, when you

come back, there are a bunch of black specks on it because of the rust falling
from the ceiling.”
As someone who has been at the University for six-and-a-half years,
Cole said she has invested much of her time and money in this program, and
she is frustrated by the lack of plans to fix the problems the art studios have.
“I was on my way back from New Orleans to unload the kiln that my
work was in when I got the email saying the building was shut down,” said
ceramic junior Patrick LeBas. “So, my final pieces of the semester and all of
my work in progress is currently a permanent installation in this shut-off
building.”
Among other issues, students in the College of Art and Design face the
struggles of working in studios without heaters, broken windows, mold and
unsanitary bathroom conditions.

“It’s not just this hallway,” Gleason said. “Someone got let in the sculpture hallway on game day and threw up all over the women’s bathroom, and
it’s been in there for two weeks, and no one has cleaned it up.”
She also said there is black mold on the walls of the hallway, and she and
her fellow students often get sick from it.
“Last semester, I was staying up here late working on a project and I got
so cold that I got sick from that one night in the studio,” she said.
Although this incident is an obstacle for the students, it’s more fuel to
add to the fire of the lack of construction progress.
“The Rec is getting a lazy river and we are losing buildings,” LeBas said.

story · alexis rebennack
photos · charlotte willcox
design · cassidy day
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RACING STRIPES

Team puts engineering talents to the test for Formula SAE
Hidden in a warehouse on campus, securely
tucked behind a cluster of plain white buildings, a
group of mechanically inclined students toil away
on a project they describe as “their life.”
Scraps of metal line tables and decorate the
floor, along with spare tires, engine parts and
countless nuts and bolts, which lay until grimy
hands swipe them for assembly.
From freshman to seniors, team Tiger Racing
devotes countless nights and weekends welding,
designing, bolting and constructing a race car
from the ground up to compete in the Formula
Student Automotive Engineering Collegiate Design Series. The competition is held each year in
May at the Michigan International Speedway in
Brooklyn, Mich., and is the world’s largest collegiate engineering competition.
“It’s not easy, it gets intense,” said Matthew
Richards, mechanical engineering senior and Tiger Racing president. “We sacrifice holidays and
even weekends to work.”
But for the roughly 30 Tiger Racing members,
part of the LSU Formula SAE Club, they wouldn’t
have it any other way.
Team Tiger Racing finished 73 out of 120 teams
at the competition last year, arguably its best
showing since the team’s inception in the early
’90s. This year, the team is designing a new car
with hope to make a top 35 finish. Members, however, have seen their fair share of obstacles potentially inhibiting that goal between team-induced
budget cuts, a lost title sponsor and mechanical
issues.
“Budget cuts are just another challenge,” Richards said. “It doesn’t end; another challenge will
come. You have to learn how to overcome them.”
Learning to work through difficulties is something the students have come to accept, especially
after the team lost one of its pivotal sponsors this
year. And although it has presented an unexpected challenge to the students, it’s something they
have been able to work through.

Current sponsors include BASF, Dow, Royal Purple, Performance Contractors, and Baker
Hughes among several others.
Brainstorming and collaboration between
team members refocused the car’s design and
helped them recognize more expensive materials
may not be able to be used. For instance, a light,
carbon fiber suspension was planned for this
year’s car, but adjusting for funds, the team opted
for steel to cut costs.
Students run every aspect surrounding the
building process, as well as clinching sponsors,
ordering parts and creating their own budget
from funds they acquire. Formula SAE mandated
faculty advisor assigned to Tiger Racing, assistant
professor Ingmar Schoegl, lets the students make
major decisions, which, he said, encourages more
teamwork and forms a stronger learning process.
“I try not to get too much involved in the nuts
and bolts because it’s really their job,” Schoegl
said. “I usually try to stay in the background and I
am there when they need something.”
This role helps the students learn more than
just how to build a race car, but also instills principals from economics and business. While racing
the car, termed “dynamic events,” is a vital part of
the competition, the team’s car is also judged on
“static events,” which identify a cost report and
business-logic plan.
“We want to focus as much as we can on the
static events this year,” said Simon Shirazi, mechanical engineering senior and Tiger Racing
co-captain. “[Last year] we did not prepare for
them enough.”
The business plan the team comes up with
will be critiqued by competition judges who will
assess if funds were used efficiently to machine
car parts. Marketing themselves and allocating
money when needed can be just as important as
designing the right part for the car, said Graham
Lewis, mechanical engineering senior and Tiger
Racing co-captain.

The team’s marketing efforts have increased
this year to not only gain more sponsorship, but
get word out about the Formula SAE, which, according to Richards, is gaining popularity in the
state.
NOLA Motorsports, which operates a race
track near New Orleans, has played a central role
in developing the local racing scene, Richards
said. Tiger Racing has developed a relationship
with NOLA
Motorsports as a sponsor and also
as a partner to get more racing talent to Louisiana.
“The talent exists and there is no reason why
LSU cannot be one of the top competitors in the
competition,” Richards said. “There is a huge
amount of students that want to move into fields
like this.”
The University College of Engineering has recently implemented an international automotive
minor to welcome that interest. Students take two
semester-long classes in Italy in an exchange program with Politecnico di Torino, a leading engineering and architecture institution, and classes
applied to the minor at the University include an
internal combustion course taught by Schoegl.
Tiger Racing seniors are taking advantage of
their last year of involvement with Formula SAE,
and the late nights redesigning parts and long
days troubleshooting problems has given them a
practical understanding of how the business-engineering world works.
“The experience gives you a leg up,” Richards
said. “Some companies only hire Formula SAE
students.”
Lewis said he experienced firsthand what being a part of Formula SAE can have on potential
employers.
“I gave [a potential employer] my resumé and
they asked what sort of challenges I had to overcome,” Lewis said. “I had a perfect example. I explained the car design and how it differed from
last year and what I went through to improve it.
They were impressed with the answer.”
story · jonathan olivier
design · valencia richardson
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Above Mechanical engineering sophomore Connor
Albrecht welds an aluminum fuel tank in the LSU
Mechanical Engineering Shop.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
Left Mechanical engineering senior Matthew Richards
and mechanical engineering sophomore Eric Rohli
change the tire on the car for Team Tiger Racing
Wednesday, Dec. 4, 2013 in the LSU Mechnanical
Engineering Shop.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
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LSU senior linebacker Lamin Barrow (18) and senior
safety Craig Loston (6) tackle Florida junior running
back Mack Brown (33) during the Tigers’ 17-6 victory
against the Gators in Tiger Stadium.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille

ON THE
DEFENSIVE

Football defense afflicted by
bumpy 2013 season

The LSU football team had a mountain to overcome in
2013 after the defense lost eight underclassmen to the NFL
Draft, forcing defensive coordinator John Chavis to play eight
true freshmen at varying points in the season.
For the first time in several years, it appeared the Tigers
would have to survive with a high-flying offensive attack
rather than a bruising wall of a defense as they’ve done in
seasons past.
There was hope early on that the youthful defense would
manage in the nation’s most brutal league — particularly following a strong performance against the Southeastern Conference’s No. 2 offense during a rainy game in Tiger Stadium versus Auburn. But problems began to show during the team’s
visit to Athens, Ga., where the Tigers lost their first game of
the season to the Bulldogs 44-41.
“We were a mistake or two away from winning that game,”
said LSU coach Les Miles following the September matchup.
“It was a tremendously competitive game, and there’s a lot of
things we can correct and make us a lot better.”
Georgia quarterback Aaron Murray threw for 298 yards
and four touchdowns on the hot day in the Peach State.
LSU senior linebacker Lamin Barrow said most of the mistakes during the game stemmed from busted coverages and
missed assignments but promised those problems would be
fixed as the season progressed.
The defense picked up slightly throughout the season, still
managing to produce the SEC’s No. 4 ranked defense, averaging just 349.7 yards per game, but the youth of the defense
remained evident as the Tigers continued to hit several highs
and lows throughout the season.
“I think we’re making progress,” Miles said in a September interview about the improving defense. “I think we get
better and better with each quarter. The young guys and the
veterans feel more comfortable understanding their role. I
think we’ll continue to improve.”
The high of the season came in a late-November matchup with Texas A&M when LSU took down reigning Heisman
Trophy winner and hopeful repeat winner, quarterback Johnny Manziel.
Manziel posted 278 total yards and a touchdown on the
rainy day in Baton Rouge, but for the second consecutive season, LSU stifled Johnny Football’s magic in one of the Aggie’s
worst performances since Manziel earned the starting job two
seasons ago.
“I heard people saying that it’s not the same defense [that
beat A&M last year],” said LSU junior defensive tackle Anthony Johnson following the game. “I wish those guys in the NFL
now the best, but we’re still an LSU defense. You see who got
the ‘W’ today.”
story · mike gegenheimer
design · ryan lachney
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Santa Claus reads “A Cajun Night Before Christmas” to the Christmas
Spectacular audience Dec. 4, 2013 at the Union Theater.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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december
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Mike the Tiger lays down in his habitat on Jan.
24, 2013, during Winter Storm Leon.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille

january

Theatre sophomore Devin Williams suspends herself on
arial silks Friday, Jan. 17, 2014 in the Music and Dramatic
Arts building.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille

FREE FALLING
The Physical Theatre Club defies gravity with aerial silks
Members of the University’s Physical Theatre Club seamlessly fuse skill
and spectacle to tell stories through body language. They incorporate aerial
silk work, trapeze art, dance, miming and even stage combat into their routines, according to Caila Gowland, co-vice president and theater senior.
“The way the club works is kind of free flowing,” Gowland said. “Physical theater really encompasses a lot of things. You go at your own pace and
learn what you want, and the officers help you if you need it.”
Founded in 2009 by recent University graduate Ryann Pinkerton, the club
itself is motley, too. With more than sixty members, including theater students, English majors and even biological engineers, anyone of any skill level
is welcomed to join. Beginners are often taught to work with silks first, which
are ultra-strong fabrics fastened to the ceiling that members use to perform
acrobatic moves in midair.
Gowland said the silks can hold up to 2,000 pounds, and the officers take
every precaution to ensure no one gets hurt.
“We have two lists, a beginners list and an advanced list, and you have to
perform the beginner moves before you can progress,” Gowland said. “The
first thing we do is teach you to hold yourself in a ball. Then you learn the
eggknot, which is a knot you make with the silks and then flip to sit into.”
Advanced techniques include trapeze work, supervised by instructor
Elise Duran, and drops, which involve falling from the silks in a series of
elaborate, controlled maneuvers.
“The hardest one is the triple star drop,” Gowland said. “You flip three
times sideways and two times downward. It’s crazy.”

More experienced members of the club perform in the Physical Theatre
Showcase, an hour-long event held at least once every semester.
Mark Gibson, Gowland’s co-vice president, said he incorporates
stilt-walking, juggling and even parkour into the routines he performs at the
showcase.
“I’m a firebreather too,” Gibson said, though he admitted he could not
perform his craft without a permit.
The routines featured in the showcase are organized by the club’s officers,
led by President Matthew Reed, who takes particular joy in creating new
performances for the members.
“It lets us take something from scratch and create a new work,” Reed said.
“The routines are usually three to five minutes long, and you pay what you
can for tickets.”
The club’s current financial goal is to raise $8,000 so they can hang silks
in the Shaver Theatre.
The showcase premiered two years ago, and the club has worked to improve it every semester since.
“It’s crazy the amount of people who are finding out about it,” Gowland
said.
She attributes the club’s growing membership to the success of the showcase.
She may be right, but Gibson’s explanation is a little simpler.
“It’s so much fun.”
story · panya kroun
design · valencia richardson
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january physical theatre club

Left Environmental engineering senior Kelsey Bopp hangs
upside down Friday, Jan. 17, 2014 in the Music and Dramatic Arts building.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
Below and far below Theatre performance senior
Rachael Paternostro dangles from silks Friday, Jan. 17,
2014 in the Music and Dramatic Arts Building.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille

Left Nutritional science senior Markita
Lewis holds a position on arial silks
Friday, Jan. 17, 2014 in the Music and
Dramatic Arts building.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily
Reveille
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SOUTHERN

SNOW
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januarysneauxpocalypse

The freezing weather the University experienced this week
doesn’t happen often, and when it does, students respond in very different ways.
Megan Schmidt and Megan Mineo, freshmen roommates who
are active in Greek life, said they spent their time with friends at The
House in Tigerland on Monday night after hearing classes would be
cancelled, and they slept into the afternoon during the days.
When bored, Schmidt confessed to watching “Frozen” and
“Grey’s Anatomy” “over and over.” The girls are Louisiana natives, and
they said they resorted to using credit cards to scrape the ice off their cars.
University freshmen and high school buddies Scott Bowers and Daniel
Maxey chose to live more dangerously during the snow days, taking
Bowers’ two-wheel-drive Ford Ranger on a joyride early Wednesday
morning.
The friends drove to the baseball field’s parking lots and did donuts for
two hours until 2 a.m.
Bowers and Maxey said there were more students who had the
same idea.
“We saw a couple other people that looked like they were up to
no good,” Maxey said.
Bowers said they eventually went to a different parking lot after seeing a police cruiser, and acknowledged they did “get a little carried
away.”
Bowers and Maxey said they also helped push a car out of a
ditch on Nicholson on Tuesday night.
“As they were driving, they kept sliding back towards the ditch,” Bowers

said. “So we had to walk alongside the car and keep pushing it to keep it
from going back.”
Freshmen Emily Staniszewski and Mimi Webb spent Tuesday
night playing with the Bengal Brass ensemble at the LSU v. Kentucky
basketball game.
According to Staniszewski and Webb, the storm has affected
recruitment
week for Kappa Kappa Psi, the band department’s
co-ed fraternity. Kappa Kappa Psi normally compares annual recruitment
numbers with those of other chapters, but this year they’ve fallen behind
because of the snow days’ interference.
“It was kind of stressful, but I realized that having these two
days off was actually a good thing,” Webb said. “From the first day of
school, things have just been incredibly busy.”
Despite the different ways the students spent their snow days,
they were all fearful of the University’s cancellations affecting their upcoming breaks.
Schmidt and Mineo said they would prefer a shortened Mardi
Gras break, because they’ve already paid for spring break vacations to
Gulf Shores with their sorority sisters.
“I think I would just, like, miss school anyway,” said Mineo.
Bowers and Maxey said they’d prefer neither spring nor Mardi Gras
break be affected by the snow days.
“It’s not our fault it’s cold outside,” said Maxey. “I want to have
all my breaks.”

story · elizabeth thomas
design · valencia richardson
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Opposite Snow collects on the Parade Ground Jan. 28, 2014, by the Student Union. Far above Mike VI sits in the snow in his habitat. Directly above Ice accumulates
on W. Chimes Street.
Photos by LAUREN DUHON and RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille

University Lake is decorated with wooden
flamingos from the Spanish Town Krewe
on Feb. 11, 2014.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille

february

Right The LSU Symphony Orchestra performs alongside a
member of the A Capella Choir at the Union Theater for the
Concert Spectacular.
TREY McGLOTHIN, The Daily Reveille
Below The LSU Symphony Orchestra
performs in the Union Theater.
TREY McGLOTHIN, The Daily Reveille
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february concert spectacular

CONCERT
SPECTACULAR
The University School of Music’s Concert
Spectacular is loaded with a host of expectations,
and Friday night the school did its best to live up
to the title with a fast- paced and multi-faceted
musical journey.
The concert was performed in a no-applause,
non-stop format. Musicians in every category
took the stage to showcase their talents. From a
full orchestra, brass and woodwind ensembles to
a beat- boxing flautist, everyone had their time to
shine.
Stephen Beck, director of the School of Music,
said the non-stop nature of the concert allowed for
a unique opportunity to show off nearly every talent the school has to offer.
“Anything and everything we do here in the
School of Music gets presented in this format,”
Beck said. “The idea is to play non-stop and the
audience can be exposed to everything we have
to offer.”
Beck said the no-pause nature of the event

Annual concert brings
unique talents together

comes with its own set of problems that can be
difficult to overcome.
“We have so many big set changes throughout
the night so it is important to distract the au- dience from the changes going on behind the scene,”
Beck said. “We had groups performing in every
possible space of the theater so those changes
could be made.”
Beck said the Concert Spec- tacular not only
functioned as an event to showcase the talent in
the School of Music — it was also the most important night of the year for fundraising.
“The concert event is our big fundraiser for the
year where we invite the community to come and
see what we are all about,” Beck said. “In a little
over an hour of non-stop music, we can show people what we do in terms of perfor- mance. That
is the best advertise- ment we have for our programs.”
Beyond raising money for scholarships and
putting on a show, Beck said the concert allows

stu- dents and faculty from the various musical
departments to see each other in action and be inspired by what they do.
“We are so busy doing our individual activities
and our own research it is hard for us to hear what
everybody else is doing,” Beck said. “It is a great
opportunity to relish in the quality of the faculty
and students we have here.”
Despite the difficulties of combining dozens of
different performances and set changes, the performance did go off without a hitch. As the last
note of the fi- nale faded to silence, the audience
erupted with applause they had been holding
back for an hour and a half.
Beck said the school looks for- ward to the concert every year and for him it never disappoints.
“Nearly every form of Ameri- can music has
ties to the state of Louisiana,” Beck said. “The concert is able to celebrate that and show the strength
of the musical program at the University.”
story · william morris
design · ryan lachney
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1

1 LSU sophomore infielder Alex Bregman (8) prepares to throw the ball to
first base Feb. 16, 2014, during the Tigers’ 6-0 victory against Grambling
State University in Alex Box Stadium.
2 Freshman infielder Dakota Dean (18) swings at the ball.
3 Sophomore catcher Chris Chinea (26) runs to third base.
4 Sophomore catcher Chris Chinea (26) speaks to his teammates on the
pitcher’s mound.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille

3

Sophomore outfielder Andrew Stevenson (6)
slides into second base.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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february baseball vs. grambling

4

2

HOMERUN HITTING
Freshmen carry the load in 6-0 win against Grambling
When he got to his cell phone after LSU’s 7-4
victory against UNO on Saturday, Feb. 15, 2014,
freshman infielder Kramer Robertson had a text
message.
It was the one he’d been waiting for — that
he’d be in the starting lineup Sunday when LSU
battled Grambling in Alex Box Stadium.
Except the message wasn’t from LSU coach
Paul Mainieri, an assistant or a teammate. It was
from his mom, Baylor women’s basketball coach
Kim Mulkey, who heard the news from the television announcers during Saturday’s game.
“Alright, I better prepare then,” Robertson
thought.
And prepared he was.
Robertson dazzled defensively and scored
three runs while fellow freshman Jared Poche’
scattered four hits through six scoreless innings on
the bump as LSU (3-0) defeated Grambling, 6-0, in
Alex Box Stadium.
Robertson — a three-sport athlete at Midway
High School in Texas — tracked Grambling left
fielder Dion Holbrook’s foul pop-up in the bottom
of the third all the way to the bullpen, making a
spectacular sliding catch on his back with one arm
outstretched.
“I think I slid to avoid a collision with the
wall,” Robertson said. “As I was sliding I saw the
ball … reached my glove out and it fell in there.”
He one-upped himself in the seventh as he

ranged to backhand a sharp grounder destined for
center field, complete with a strong throw to nab
Grambling first baseman Brandon Kiser by a step.
Add in another leaping catch of a line drive in
the sixth and a heads-up play on applying a tag to
catch Kris Minter stealing and Robertson’s performance had Mainieri seeing shadows of a former
second baseman.
“I thought Kramer Robertson put on a clinic
that [former LSU second baseman] JaCoby Jones
would have been proud of,” Mainieri said. “I
think he played phenomenal, his defense really
impacted the game.”
Displaying the velocity on his fastball that
many raved about in the fall, Poche’ was clocked
at 93 miles per hour in the first inning, all the
while wiggling out of a late-inning jam in his first
collegiate start.
Poche’ surrendered a double and a single to
start the sixth, but was aided by Robertson’s snare
of the line drive before a strikeout and grounder
got the Tigers out of the inning unscathed.
“[Pitching coach Alan Dunn] came to the
mound and said, ‘Look, find a way to get out of
this,’” Poche’ said. “’Let’s see what you’re made
of.’ I was fortunate enough to get out of it.”
Sophomore outfielder Andrew Stevenson
paced the LSU offense with three hits in the lead
off spot, including an RBI single in the second to
get the Tigers on the board.

Stevenson, who struggled to adjust to collegiate pitching in his freshman campaign, benefitted from a mechanical change in his swing, according to Mainieri, which has Stevenson feeling
like a new player.
“If I have confidence, I usually do pretty
good,” Stevenson said. “I feel like a different player when I’m up to bat this year. I’m relaxed and
know what’s going on and it’s going to be a different year this year.”
Junior left fielder Chris Sciambra and sophomore shortstop Alex Bregman had a sacrifice
fly apiece while sophomore first baseman Chris
Chinea belted LSU’s first home run of the season
in the seventh to close a weekend that left Mainieri pleased overall.
“We worked 13 pitchers and all 17 position
players got their feet wet,” Mainieri said. “I was
actually glad all the games were somewhat tight
because it tested our players a little bit.”
Mulkey wasn’t able to watch Robertson’s debut, as he was quick to point out to reporters that
she teamed with his sister to defeat Texas by 16
points earlier in the day
Mulkey did, however, give Robertson some
encouragement.
“She told me, ‘Regardless of the outcome, she’s
proud of me and the person I’ve become.’”

story · chandler rome
design · elise bernard
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Attendees of the Wizard World New Orleans Comic Con observe comic art created by graphic novelists and illustrators.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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february new orleans comic con

Top Cosplaying friends take a creative approach
to Luigi, Mario and Princess Peach Feb. 7, 2014,
during Wizard World New Orleans Comic Con
held at the New Orleans Convention Center.
Middle Joshua and Susan Thomas cosplay as
Batman and Catwoman. Bottom Artist Robert
Wilson IV, like many convention artists, offers
illustrations and sample work for Wizard World
attendees.
Photos by CHARLES CHAMPAGNE,
The Daily Reveille

KREWE DU
COMIC CON

New Orleans Comic Con brings
diversity to the Crescent City
Hundreds descended upon the New Orleans Ernest N. Morial Convention Center this weekend in hopes of letting their nerd flags fly for
Comic Con New Orleans, a three-day look into all of the best parts of
nerd culture.
Despite the low turnout for day one, Friday at “The Con” still held
many adventures in the form of panels and the miraculous number of
people in costume. One of the highlights of the event for many in attendance was cosplaying, the act of dressing up as a character from a comic
book, video game or movie, and on the first day of the event, many
were dressed in full garb.
The panels as a whole had few in attendance, but that didn’t detract
from the engrossing information provided by those speaking. One of
the most fascinating of the panels was “Getting Respect: Comics Go
To College,” a talk focusing on the comic book’s place in academia. It
was led by scholars from Henderson State University and Southeastern
Louisiana University, all of whom use graphic novels in their courses
(both psychology and English).
Another highlight of the day was the screening of independent
films, many of which were filmed in or around Louisiana, at the Wizard
World Film Festival, where the short films spanned a range of topics,
from a man nearly erupting from anxiety (“Stay Calm Stan”) to a zombie date night with an unexpected ending (“Date of the Dead”). Many
of the filmmakers and actors were in attendance, giving viewers and
in-depth look at the inventive process of creating an independent film.
The floor of Comic Con was packed with booths of artists and merchants gushing about their respective interests, giving event-goers a
glimpse into the world of comic book characters. Among items sold
were lightsabers, rare comic books and busts of original characters
made by artists showing their work.
Fans of the BBC television show “Doctor Who” made for a strong
turnout on Saturday at Comic Con. Matt Smith, the actor who played
the 11th doctor in the show, made an appearance where he discussed
his favorite moments in the show and his growth as an actor during his
four year run portraying “The Doctor.” Many fans of the show were
dressed as Smith, as well as other doctors in the show’s history. Girls in
TARDIS (the time machine used heavily throughout the show’s tenure)
dresses were also prevalent at the event.
What was most surprising about event-goers at Comic Con was the
amount of diversity in costumes worn. Many obvious characters, like
Batman, were in attendance, but there were also many dressed as less
obvious protagonists, like Pyramid Head from the video game turned
movie series “Silent Hill.” The impersonation of these characters didn’t
end with costumes; many of the cosplayers stayed in character when
asked for pictures and videos. For example, a man dressed as Walt from
the AMC drama “Breaking Bad” carried around a bag of faux drugs
with him and kept repeating the phrase, “I’m on a nerd high, I’m on a
nerd high, man.”
story · rebecca docter
design · ryan lachney
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Former LSU basketball player Shaquille O’Neal talks with
former LSU basketball coach Dale Brown in the Quad. The fourtime NBA champion returned to campus in February to film an
ESPN documentary about his relationship with his coach.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille

HIDE AND SEEK
Geocaching sees resurgence in popularity

Wandering from tree to tree, checking every nook and cranny, looking for
some kind of capsule containing a list of names and possibly something else
entirely. No, this isn’t the plot of the next Indiana Jones movie, it’s a GPSbased scavenger hunt that’s been happening since 2000 called geocaching.
Geocaching is “a real-world, outdoor treasure hunting game using
GPS-enabled devices,” according to its website. Although not new, the activity has seen a resurgence around the University, with new caches popping up
earlier this month and avid searchers scouring the campus to find the trove
of geocaches.
The premise is simple, go to the website, geocaching.com, and search for
geocaches with your GPS coordinates or other location information. Then,
use the information given and your GPS to locate the geocache.
Anthropology freshman Megan Kleefisch, said she found out about geocaching through a friend back home in New Orleans, who invited her on
a search for caches. She said she liked the idea of a “worldwide scavenger
hunt.”
For those without a GPS, never fear, the creator of the geocache will leave
hints on the geocache’s page to guide people to the location. Beyond the hints
and GPS, however, hunters have to scour the area for the exact location.
Sometimes the site will have more specific hints in the form of an encrypted message pointing the searcher in the right direction of the exact location.
The decryption key is posted next to the hint, and a ‘decrypt’ button is next
to the hint for those not wanting to spend time decoding.
The excitement isn’t in the decryption though, it’s in the search. Some

caches are cleverly camouflaged to conceal them from the casual passer-by.
Others are buried in the nooks and crannies of hills, buildings and trees.
Kleefisch said she once spent hours looking for a cache with her cousins in
Florida, when it started to pour rain, forcing them under cover. Undaunted,
she said they went looking for another cache after the rain ended, finding it
within minutes.
Finding the cache is, perhaps, the most satisfying part of the process. The
cache will usually have a log, where those who manage to find the hidden
treasure sign their name and the date visited.
A cache located in between the agricultural engineering buildings and the
poultry science building was nestled deep in the cranny of a great oak tree.
The small clear canister contained a rolled up piece of paper, with about five
visits logged in the past week from couples, solo hunters and friend groups.
Some caches are more difficult to find than others, with a recently placed
cache titled “A Noble Quest” located up in a tree near the side of the University bookstore.
College kids aren’t the only ones searching for geocaches. Charlene Mancuso, a 54-year-old resident of McComb Miss., placed “A Noble Quest” with
her sister while on a campus hunt. She said, in an email, it is a great way for
her and her husband to pass the time “while out galavanting.”
Kleefisch said sometimes the caches can get creative, with one of her most
memorable finds being a hidden jar full of pennies, where each person who
found the cache added another penny inscribed with their initials to the jar.
story · james richards
design · ryan lachney
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february geocaching

A cache containing a note sits
in a tree Feb. 18, 2014, between
the Poultry Science and the
Agricultural Engineering
buildings.
ANGELA MAJOR,
The Daily Reveille
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ERROR 404
University experiences wireless failures
Some students had trouble accessing the University’s wireless network Feb. 20, 2014, after one of LSU’s main wireless controllers crashed
around noon because of a corrupted process.
The single crashed controller supports about a third of the University’s wireless infrastructure, said Hector Rios, University assistant director of Networking and Infrastructure.
Rios said when the controller returned to operation, it appeared to
be in an unstable state, causing sporadic wireless connectivity for that
third of LSU’s wireless infrastructure.
Wireless was eventually stabilized at around 3 p.m.
Ric Simmons, deputy CIO and executive director of University Networking and Infrastructure, said problems of this type were very rare,
and the wireless network’s central equipment was having a “conniption
fit.”
“This isn’t the norm,” Simmons said, “but equipment failures are
just a part of the life-cycle of a network.”
Rios said the University’s Information Technology Services division
is currently working with the wireless provider to analyze crash logs to
determine the cause of the issue.
Jessica Smith, sophomore, said the wireless failure prevented her
class from conducting their online poll.
“It was a disadvantage to our discussion,” Smith said.
Linsey Groach, political science sophomore, suffered more drastic
consequences from the Wi-Fi failure.
“I couldn’t turn in my geology homework that was due at midnight,” Roach said. “I couldn’t even work on it.”
Courtney Fischer, freshman, said she would not be able to write a
paper due the next day because she could neither update her notes app
or check her rubric.
story · the daily reveille staff reports
design · ryan lachney
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february lsusecure

Unable to connect to the Internet
ERROR: Network “lsusecure” not available.
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Students and event staff participate in a “morale dance” at the
top of the hour Saturday, Feb. 22, 2014 at the Dance Marathon event in the John M. Parker Coliseum.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille

FLASH DANCE

The first annual Dance Marathon raises money for Our Lady of the Lake
Over the weekend of Feb. 22-23, 2014, students danced 26.2 hours and broke
the all-time first year fundraising record during the University’s inaugural Dance
Marathon in Parker Coliseum — held to raise money for Our Lady of the Lake
Children’s Hospital, the local Children’s Miracle Network hospital.
Bill Mattera, assistant director of Staffing and Organizational Development for
Residential Life and adviser for the event, brought Dance Marathon to campus after
previously overseeing six of these events at four other universities.
By 5:30 p.m. Friday evening, the teams were soaking up the last few minutes of
sitting, and at precisely 5:48 p.m. the 169 students, directors, assistants and morale
captains were up on their feet dancing. Elementary education senior Brittani Rideaux and English secondary education senior Carly Peddie agreed that standing for
more than 26 hours would be tough, but they were happy to do it for the kids.
The night began with morale captains performing an eight-minute dance to a
medley of club favorites and classics. The Morale Dance, performed every hour to
keep track of time while also keeping energy high, included iconic dance moves such
as the “Carlton,” the “Hand Jive” and the “Cat Daddy” to songs like “Ice Ice Baby,”
“Outta Your Mind,” and “Single Ladies.”
Captain of the Horseshoe team and history and political science junior Caleb
Covington said the Morale Dance was his favorite part because it helped him stay
awake and got be fun after a while.
After the Morale Dance, the students heard stories from youths treated at Our
Lady of the Lake. Twenty Miracle Kids, patients at Our Lady of the Lake, and their
families shared tales of illness, injury and care at the hospital, reminding participants

the reason behind standing for more than 26 hours.
Our Lady of the Lake treats 92,000 children annually. No child is ever turned
away at the hospital, no matter the circumstances, said Danny Fields, director of
Children’s Miracle Network at Our Lady of the Lake. Fields said the money collected
will be used to purchase specialized pediatric equipment and educational resources
for the patients.
After completing 24 hours of Dance Marathon, the Miracle Cup was presented
to the teams that went above and beyond. Criteria for awards included number of
dancers, participation in spirit challenges, participation in other fundraising events
such as Beat A&M Week and amount of money collected. The Paul M. Hebert Law
Center and Public Interest Law Society, the Blake, Acadian, and McVoy team, Phi
Mu sorority, and members of the volleyball team took home a certificate made by
a Miracle Child. Adam Grashoff and Michael Leonpacher of Sigma Phi Epsilon
received the Most Energy and Morale award, and Kaitlyn King, who raised $900.72
won the Morale Captain award.
At 8 p.m. on Saturday as the last dance started, students grooved while the
amount of money raised spun up on a screen. Fundraising director and public relations junior Lauren Cadogan said the goal was to beat the first year record, which
was $103,700.28 set by DePaul University in 2012. The University’s first Dance Marathon raised $105,557.88 for Our Lady of the Lake, earning the new record.
“It feels wonderful. I can’t explain it,” said Melanie Mckoin, executive director
of the event and human resource education senior. “We have something to truly be
proud of.”
story · whitney lynn
design · valencia richardson
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february dance marathon

Left Event management assistant Abigail Theriot
participates in a “morale dance” at the top of the hour
Saturday, Feb. 22, 2014 at the Dance Marathon event
in the John M. Parker Coliseum.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
Below Students and event staff participate in a
“morale dance” at the top of the hour Saturday, Feb.
22, 2014 at the Dance Marathon event in the John M.
Parker Coliseum.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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Boiled crawfish is served at Brightside Bar and
Grill on March 13, 2014.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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march men’s basketball

LSU junior forward Johnny O’Bryant III (2)
attempts to get past two Vanderbilt defenders Jan. 18,
2014, during the Tigers’ 81-58 victory against the
Commodores in the PMAC.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille

A LONG
WAY TO GO
Inconsistency plagues men’s
basketball team

With expectations higher and a clear talent upgrade from year one, Johnny Jones’ second season went much like his first.
A marquee home win was overshadowed by befuddling road losses. Junior forward Johnny O’Bryant III struggled with foul trouble all season. And
consistency was nowhere to be found.
The Tigers finished 20-14 and 9-9 in the Southeastern Conference and
won their first postseason game since 2008-09, a 71-63 victory against San
Francisco in the first round of the National Invitation Tournament.
Although on paper the season was only a one-win upgrade, Jones
termed the season a success, given the hurdles and youth the team had on
the floor most of the time.
“The team that we had, the young guys that we had in our program,
you’d have to certainly think that we’ve moved forward,” Jones said. “At
times, we had three freshmen out there on the floor in terms of the starting
lineup. When you talk about progression, you’d have to think that we’ve
had the ability to take these kinds of steps.”
An 87-82 win against eventual NCAA runner-up Kentucky while Winter
Storm Leon crippled Baton Rouge gave the Tigers’ faint NCAA tournament
hopes a jolt in mid-January, but they lost three of their next five to watch
those quickly fade.
After a dismal six-point performance in front of a hometown crowd
during an 88-74 loss at Ole Miss on Jan. 15, junior forward Johnny O’Bryant
III found a new gear, pacing the team with 15.4 points per game.
O’Bryant, who posted eight double-doubles, garnered first team All-SEC
honors for the second year in a row. He announced his intentions to enter
the NBA draft after the season, leaving a void in the middle for Jones’ 2014
squad.
Jones does return the freshmen duo of Jordan Mickey and Jarell Martin,
both of whom garnered All-SEC Freshman Team honors in their first season
in Baton Rouge.
Mickey, who announced his decision to return for his sophomore season
on April 23, was also named to the All-SEC Defensive Team after blocking
an SEC-leading 96 shots.
Martin was hindered by an early season ankle sprain, but when healthy
during the SEC gauntlet, averaged 11.4 points per game in conference.
Along with the rising sophomore sensations, LSU will add the services
of scrappy transfer guard Keith Hornsby, who was ineligible this season
under NCAA transfer rules.
Add in consensus top-70 center Elbert Robinson and junior college transfer Josh Gray and Jones’ Tigers will have a different look next season, all
the while searching for the veteran leadership vacated by the graduation of
Andre Stringer and Shavon Coleman.
“I think it’s really important when you look at Jarell and Jordan. … I
know the important roles that they played on their high school teams to get
them to championship levels and expect them to step up, take more of that
leadership role with our team,” Jones said. “I think their leadership is going
to be very important for our team moving forward.”
story · chandler rome
design · ryan lachney
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Right LSU freshman guard Tim Quarterman
(55) and senior forward Shavon Coleman (5)
celebrate after a defensive play Jan. 21, 2014,
during LSU’s 77-71 win over Mizzou.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
Below LSU head beasketball coach Johnny Jones
checks on sophomore guard Malik Morgan (24)
after Morgan injured his knee Feb. 8, 2014,
during the Tigers’ 87-80 victory against the
Auburn Tigers in the PMAC.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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LSU freshman forward Jordan Mickey (25)
drives toward the basket Saturday, Nov. 16,
2013, during the Tigers’ 88-74 victory against
Northwestern State in the PMAC.
CONNOR TARTER, The Daily Reveille
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[Right to Left] LSU construction managament senior Jordan
Hughes, sociology sophomore Jacob Hughes, petroleum engineer
junior Logan Van Way, preident of the LSU Motorcross Club, psychology junior Dillion Guillot, and business junior Chase Foster are
in the LSU motorcross club together. They frequently ride together.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille

ZOOM ZOOM

Newly founded Motocross Club is on the fast track to success
Motocross is the fastest paced and fastest growing sport in the nation,
but to riders, it’s more than just a sport — it’s a lifestyle.
Many college students claim membership to this fast-paced, adrenaline-fueled way of life, but no competitive collegiate circuit exists for the
young sport. According to Logan Van Way, a petroleum engineering junior,
the University’s newly formed Motocross Club wants to change that.
“Our dream is to make motocross racing a collegiate sport, and if we’re
successful, it’ll be groundbreaking,” Van Way said.
Van Way is the vice president of the University’s motocross club, which
he founded with president Dillon Guillot in December. When Guillot met
Van Way, their goal was to gather every motocross rider on campus and
form a support network for young riders in Baton Rouge. As they assembled their crew, they realized they had attracted enough talent to form a
competitive team. There was just one problem: there were no other collegiate teams in the entire nation they could compete against.
The duo, who were used to soaring over obstacles on their bikes, tackled
this problem head on by laying the foundations for their own competitive
collegiate race. They contacted the University of Louisiana at Lafayette
with the hopes of forming a team on its campus and solicited track owners
in Breaux Bridge, Houma and Lafayette for discounts on the usage of their
venues. So far, their efforts have proven successful, and the club is on track
to host the country’s first collegiate event in fall 2014.
“Everyone who’s into riding dirt bikes is a part of this big family, so the
people we talked to have been really helpful,” Van Way said.
According to Van Way, camaraderie and friendship are integral to the
motocross lifestyle largely because many riders inherit the sport’s tradition
from their fathers, who also ride dirt bikes.
“We’re welcoming to newcomers, but a lot of people get into this because they’re sons or daughters of someone older who rides,” Van Way said.

This solidarity was integral to bringing the sport to campus. Most new
clubs are approved in the same semester they’re created, but it took the
Motocross Club about a year and a half to be accepted by the University.
“There were a lot of roadblocks we had to get past with risk management, but we have riders sign waivers, and we all wear a lot of protective
gear, so we got through it,” Van Way said.
Guillot said the club has 20 consistent members, all with their own bikes,
gear and styles.
Van Way said each bike has its own unique flair that reflects the personality of its rider. Each vehicle is equipped with a single-cylinder engine
capable of reaching speeds between 40 and 65 miles per hour, and every
bike is built to withstand high jumps at high speeds. New bikes can cost up
to $9,000, but used ones typically sell for less than $4,000.
Most of the club’s riders race on specially designed tracks with built-in
hills and obstacles, but a few of them ride cross-country as well, and one
member even performs backflips and other stunts showcased in daredevil
competitions like the X-Games.
Typical competitions are two races long, and scores are awarded based
on who crosses the finish line first. The fastest racers are given the lowest
scores, and the rider with the lowest score at the end of the competition
wins.
In the event of a tie, the racer who performed best in the second
race of the series is awarded the victory.
Van Way said skill level varies greatly between the members of the club,
and that skilled riders of 15 years practice alongside beginners on tracks and
through forests throughout the state.
“We have a lot of different people in the club, but as riders, we can tell if
someone rides or not when we see them, and we’re all adrenaline junkies,”
Van Way said.
story · panya kroun
design · valencia richardson
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LSU junior Helen Boyle (23) watches while senior Kaitlin Hatcher (22) bumps the ball March
18, 2014, during the University’s inaugural
sand volleyball match against ULM at Mango’s
Outdoor Volleyball. The Tigers lost 2-3.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille

Right Thundercat plays guitar and sings March 22, 2014, at
Buku Music + Art Project at Mardi Gras World in New Orleans.
Below Griz throws down in the Float Den.
Photos by CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
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Far left Sarah Barthel, one half of
Phantogram, sings during the band’s
performance March 22, 2014, at Buku
Music + Art Project in New Orleans.
Directly left Tyler The Creator
performs.
Photos by CHARLOTTE WILLCOX,
The Daily Reveille
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TUFTS, LAMBERT ELECTED

The Next Step ticket wins Student Government presidential election
A roar erupted from the Live Oak Lounge of the Student Union as The Next Step
Ticket was declared the winner of the election on Wednesday afternoon.
The Next Step ticket won with 55.9 percent with 2,881 votes while Experience
LSU received 44.1 percent with 2,270 votes. The overall number of votes, including
the presidential vote, increased from last year with 5,284 compared to 4,658 in 2013.
The total number of votes for president increased this year from 4,557 to 5,151
votes. For senate and college council seats, 78.8 percent were Next Step candidates

Newly-elected Student Government President
Clay Tufts (middle right) and Vice President
Taylor Lambert (middle left) react to hearing
election results March 25, 2014 in the Student
Union.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
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with 52 seats while 21.2 percent were from Experience LSU with 14 seats.
Elected President Clay Tufts and Vice President Taylor Lambert embraced each
other with smiles on their faces as their party members gathered for a group hug.
Tufts said he plans on immediately getting to work on his initiatives because they
will take time to implement. He also mentioned he wants to reach out to students who
want to share ideas for the next semester.
Experience LSU presidential candidate Christian Coleman maintained a smile as

members of his ticket burst into tears around him upon the announcement that Tufts
won.
“It’s a tough pill to swallow. No one had as great a team as we did,” Coleman said.
“There is no one I’d rather have in my family.”
Coleman also said he wishes Lambert and Tufts the best of luck for next semester.
Current vice president, Taylor Parks said she is happy that this year’s election
ran smoothly.

“The candidates were successful and kept students at the heart of their campaign,”
Parks said.
Biological engineering junior Joe Zerkus is part of The Next Step Ticket and won
his seat as engineering senator. Zerkus said he is not surprised with the results.
“We had a stronger presence Monday on election day out campaigning,”
Zerkus said.
story · jacquelyn masse
design · elise bernard
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Up-and-down season ends with
Sweet 16 appearance
The LSU women’s basketball team’s 2014 season has to be told in three
different parts. First came a rise to prominence, then a tumultuous fall from
grace and finally a resurrection of the team that started the season in the
NCAA tournament.
The Lady Tigers entered the season ranked No. 15 but failed in their first
test of the season, in an 88-67 loss to Louisville in the semifinals of the Preseason Women’s NIT. They stayed with the Cardinals for most of the game, but
fell apart when the Cardinals went on a 21-0 run in the second half.
LSU would recover, winning 10 of its next 11 games including winning

Opposite page LSU freshman guard Raigyne Moncrief
(11) drives past Mississippi State freshman forward
Ketara Chapel (13) on Jan. 30, 2014, during the Lady
Tigers’ 65-56 victory against Mississippi State in the
PMAC. Left LSU sophomore guard Danielle Ballard
(32) attempts a layup Jan. 12, 2014, during the Tigers’
82-68 victory against Florida in the PMAC.
Photos by RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily
Reveille

the 2013 Barclays Center Women’s Invitational in Brooklyn. But no victory
was bigger than its 80-77 victory against then-No. 5 Tennessee on Jan. 2 in
Knoxville.
The loss snapped a seven-game losing streak to Tennessee that went back
to 2009, and it was head coach Nikki Caldwell’s first victory against her
alma mater. Sophomore guard Danielle Ballard tallied a then-career-high 25
points, and junior guard DaShawn Harden scored 17 coming off the bench.
“I can’t say enough about how proud I am of this group,” Caldwell said
after the win. “They really just laid it out on the line and were courageous to

come in this tough environment and come away with a win.”
But as the Lady Tigers went deeper into Southeastern Conference play,
the team’s offensive production began to slow down and the losses began to
come. Losses to Texas A&M, Vanderbilt and Kentucky dragged LSU down,
but it still had a chance to win the conference entering the season’s home
stretch.
The team then experienced its lowest point of the season, a six-game

continued on p. 119
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Above LSU senior guard Jeanne Kenney (5) celebrates
after a basket March 23, 2014, during the Tigers’ 98-78
win against Georgia Tech in the PMAC.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
Right LSU sophomore guard Danielle Ballard (32)
dances with her teammates March 25, 2014, after the
Tigers’ 76-67 victory against West Virginia in the
PMAC.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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Far left LSU junior guard DaShawn Harden (24)
moves the ball towards the goal March 23, 2014, during
the Tigers’ 98-78 victory against Georgia Tech in the
PMAC.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
Directly left LSU woman’s baskeball head coach Nikki
Caldwell screams to the players Feb. 27, 2014, during
the Lady Tigers’ 72-67 loss to Tennessee in the PMAC.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
Below LSU senior forward Theresa Plaisance (55)
attempts a shot Feb. 16, 2014, while South Carolina
juniors Aleigsha Welch (24) and Elem Ibiam (33) defend
during the Tigers’ 57-73 loss to the Gamecocks in the
PMAC.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
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losing streak that dropped LSU to the middle of the SEC standings. The
team’s main weakness was its defense, allowing more than 70 points in five
of its six games.
The fall from grace gave the Lady Tigers a No. 7 seed in the NCAA tournament. The team responded in the first round with its largest offensive outburst of the season in a 98-78 blowout against Georgia Tech.
In its second round game against West Virginia, LSU was already without freshman guard Raigyne Moncrief and lost senior point guard Jeanne
Kenney in the first half due to a concussion. But the rest of the team stayed
resilient, going on a 20-4 run to end the game and winning, 76-67.
“This is one of those moments that as a fan and a coach, that you honestly can say this is one of the hardest fought games between two very good
teams,” Caldwell said.
The Lady Tigers would get a rematch against Louisville in the Sweet 16,
but this time without Kenney and Moncrief. The results were similar to the
loss in November, losing 73-47 and ending their season.
Senior forward Theresa Plaisance was the Lady Tigers star this season,
leading the team in both points and rebounds for the second season in a row.
Plaisance also won All-SEC First Team honors for the second consecutive
season.
Plaisance now has set her eyes on the pros after the Tulsa Shock selected
her with the 27th pick overall in the WNBA draft.
Next season, the Lady Tigers will try to replace Kenney, Plaisance and
senior forward Shanece McKinney with Ballard and Moncrief becoming the
new leaders of the team. The team also expects improvement from freshman
guards Jasmine Rhodes and Rina Hill.
“We’re going to play to our personnel every year. My philosophy is still
going to be the same no matter if you’re 6’4 or 6’1,” Caldwell said. “… I look
for our team to be more up and down next year.”
story · tommy romanach
design · ryan lachney
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OLD SCHOOL CHARM
Louie’s Cafe to leave iconic W. State Street
location for former Wendy’s building

Many Louie’s Cafe patrons have never seen the old school diner in daylight, but that doesn’t make it any less memorable. After all, it would be difficult to forget a place where the smell — grease and more grease — follows
visitors long after leaving.
“You’ll remember it even if you’re drunk,” said Louie’s fry cook Jeremy
Lewis.
Everything about the 24-hour cafe seems to be outdated and covered in
grease spots, Lewis said, which takes gumption in today’s day and age. It is
perhaps that rusticity and the guarantee of an old-fashioned diner meal that
draws University students there in the middle of the night. Countless hangovers and other college-induced maladies have been soothed atop a red stool
at the counter of Louie’s, making small talk with a cook who is frying up an
oversized omelet or a stack of chocolate chip pancakes.
Once Louie’s moves from the W. State Street building it has occupied
since 1986 to the nearby former Wendy’s restaurant on Lake Street this summer, however, diners will find a roomier, less grease-saturated experience —
for a while, at least. Owner Jimmy Wetherford told The Daily Reveille earlier
this month that the new location will include the iconic open kitchen, counter
and stools.
Employees and patrons alike are confident the new Louie’s will maintain
its signature atmosphere, too, but it’s not because of the setup of the building.
When Jessica Poni moved to Baton Rouge from Sudan, she found both a

job and a home away from home at Louie’s. Poni has worked at Louie’s for
13 years now, doing everything from washing dishes to waiting tables. She
doesn’t mind the smell or the slightly ragged building, she said, because it
makes complete the environment that is home to her Baton Rouge family —
coworkers who believe in teamwork and customers who are always willing
to have a friendly conversation.
“You can have a beautiful building, but the people are what matter,” Poni
said.
Fortunately, Louie’s appears in no danger of losing customers, even once
it moves. The experience of eating there is a tradition, according to English
freshman Vincent Rodomota and finance sophomore Logan Williams. Both
students are New Orleans natives whose mothers ate at Louie’s when they
attended the University in the 1980s. When Rodomota visited the University
for the first time, his mom brought him to Louie’s, and he has since developed a soft spot for diner food.
So has Williams, who first dined at Louie’s after an outing in Tigerland.
With its traditional menu and small, somewhat cramped diner atmosphere,
Louie’s represents an American phenomenon that is becoming harder to find
but that everyone seems to embrace, Williams said.
Baton Rouge probably won’t be letting go anytime soon.

story · olivia mcclure
photos · angela major
design · cassidy day
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The LSU swimming and diving squads had
much to be proud of over their 2013-14 campaign,
with individuals producing great performances
throughout the season, but there was also much
the two squads couldn’t capitalize on, making it a
bittersweet season for the squads.
The squads came into the spring semester with
a collective two wins, both on the women’s side.
With only three meets left for the two squads before the Southeastern Conference Championships
on Feb. 18, the swimmers knew it was time to step
it up.
The men’s swimming and diving team started its spring with a meet against SMU on Jan. 9,
which they won in dominating fashion with a
score of 185-112.
It was the men’s first win of the year, and it
was in part because of freshman Brandon Goldman and his three wins in that meet.
Junior captain Frank Greeff also saw major

success in the meet with two wins of his own in
the 200 freestyle and 100 butterfly. After the SMU
meet Greeff went on to break a school record in
the 200-yard butterfly.
The Tigers, behind the strong outings by
Greeff, went on to defeat Texas A&M on senior
day Jan. 18 before wrapping up their season at the
SEC Championships, where they finished ninth
out of 10 teams competing.
The men’s squad saw six seniors finish their
college careers this season, and LSU swim coach
Dave Geyer saw nothing but improvement from
the men going forward with the lack of seniors
departing from the squad.
“All in all, this was a building season for our
young team,” Geyer said in a news release. “There
is talent here and the rest of the school year their
development is in their own hands.”
For the Lady Tigers, they were able to win
four more meets in their spring campaign, giving

LSU freshman Eric Klein swims the butterfly
leg of the men’s 400-yard medley relay Jan. 18,
2014, during the Tigers’ meet against Texas
A&M in the LSU Natatorium.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille

them a 6-3 record on the year heading into SEC
Championships.
The Lady Tigers’ six-win season was likely because of the individual performances of
both sophomore Cassie Weil and freshman Kara
Kopcso.
Kopcso, the Mandeville, La. native, had a
breakout season in her freshman debut, breaking
the school record in the 200-yard butterfly along
with being named SEC Freshman Swimmer of the
Week during the season.
Weil, the standout diver from Hillsboro, Ore.,
earned NCAA All-America honors on both the
three-meter dive and the platform dive at the
NCAA Championships while also grabbing two
bronze medals at the SEC Championships.
The Lady Tigers placed seventh overall at the
SEC meet.

The LSU
swimming and
diving team
celebrates after
a victory by the
men’s relay team
Jan. 18, 2014,
during the Tigers
meet with Texas
A&M in the LSU
Natatorium.
RICHARD
REDMANN,
The Daily
Reveille

story · jack chascin
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Volunteers fill bags with potatoes April 22,
2014, during a potato drop put on by Kitchens
on the Geaux at the Parade Ground.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille

april

A NIGHT OF POZITIVITY
‘Project Runway’ star Mondo Guerra
shares experiences living with HIV

Mondo Guerra brought “A Night of Pozitivity” to University students last night in the Student
Union Theater, discussing his life and experiences
being a HIV-postive man.
Guerra, a former contestant on the Lifetime
series “Project Runway,” said he has faced many
obstacles in his professional career as a fashion
designer and in his personal life, but his overall
attitude of positivity is what gets him through his
rigorous and hectic schedule and life.
Guerra inadvertently announced his HIV-positive status on the show after living 10 years in
silence with his disease. In a press conference
Tuesday, Guerra recalled his life six months prior
to being cast for “Project Runway,” describing his
critical health status because of a case of pneumonia made worse by AIDS.
Jacob Brumfield, associate director of Campus
Life and assistant dean of students, said Guerra’s
presence on campus is not only impressive but
also appropriate for University students. Guerra
has multiple personality characteristics that appeal to younger people as a fashion designer, a

Latino, an HIV-positive person or even just as a
television star, Brumfield said.
One reason the talk is significant as well is its
time proximity to the Wellness Fair put on by Student Health Services, which is today in the Student Union, Brumfield said.
“This is a day and age where we know people in our lives that are living with HIV or AIDS,
and it is important to engage students about this
issue,” Brumfield said.
Health promotion coordinator for the LSU Student Health Center Seirra Fowler said one of the
major issues when discussing HIV or AIDS awareness is the stigma attached to it and the negative
light many people adapt.
Fowler said Guerra’s famous, successful and
positive status may encourage people to get tested
and create more awareness of the growing issue in
Baton Rouge.
“We [as a campus] are part of a bigger community that is the Baton Rouge community and
this issue is too important to ignore,” Fowler said.
Baton Rouge consistently ranks in the top five

cities in the country of people living with HIV,
according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
In his talk, Guerra addressed and recalled different experiences he had gone through as a child
and as a man who is HIV-positive, including his
family life.
Guerra said his newest project is creating a
new HIV education campaign that focuses on
the arts. The inspiration for forming this new
campaign was creating a support system within
the art realm that is “support without a stigma”
meaning people young or old can be confident
in expressing themselves while being HIV- or
AIDS-positive, he said.
While education is important, Guerra said for
him it is not always about educating people but
rather connecting with people who are HIV-positive or know people who are.
“There are more important issues to be addressed besides just getting up and designing a
dress,” Guerra said.
story · michael tarver
design · ryan lachney
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Former “Project Runway” contestant Mondo
Guerra discusses being HIV-positive April 1,
2014, at “A Night of Pozitivity With Mondo
Guerra” in the Student Union Theater.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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april studio art building protest

Art students protest the dilapidated state and hazardous conditions in the Ceramic Studio
on April 3, 2014, on campus.
Photos by RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille

Students march around
campus to protest Studio Arts
Building condition
University art students and faculty marched from the Quad to
the Student Union in a mock funeral for the School of Art on April
3, 2014, protesting dilapidated conditions of the 90-year-old Studio
Arts Building.
Organizers decided on a silent protest and black clothing to symbolize the potential downfall of their program if the building is not
renovated soon, said Brinna Ryan, painting senior.
“We’re dying,” she said. “If we don’t get help, we will flounder
and drown.”
Ryan said she and other students are tired of paying the same
tuition as everyone else yet having to work in an aged, crumbling
building that is home to peeling lead paint, bad drainage, a damaged
ceiling and rats, among other problems. Although Facility Services
has “come in and fixed what they can for the time being … it’s a
Band-Aid on the problem,” Ryan said.
Despite the protest, she worries the state legislature will not approve the funding required to renovate the building because the arts
are not a priority.
“They say we’re a department that doesn’t bring money in, so
we’re low on the list to get funding,” Ryan said. “That’s not OK. We
bring more to the University than just money. We bring culture.”
Until the building is renovated, students must work in conditions
they fear are harmful to their health and safety.
“This place will kill someone,” Ryan said. “It will. Give it time.
Someone will be in the wrong place at the wrong time.”
Ernie Ballard, University media relations director, said in an email
that the University has requested and continues to request funds for
the building’s renovation.
“The state previously provided some funding for the renovation,
and we await additional dollars through the capital outlay process,”
Ballard said.
But those funds are tied up until the state is able to find the money. University students plan to hold another protest at 9 a.m. on April
8 at the Capitol Park Museum in downtown Baton Rouge.
story · olivia mcclure
design · elise bernard
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LSU junior all-around gymnast Lloimincia Hall celebrates with teammates April
19, 2014 after placing third at the NCAA Super Six Finals in Birmingham, Ala.
The Lady Tigers received a score of 197.600. Florida and Oklahoma tied for first
place with a score of 198.175.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille

THE BEST
YET
Gymnastics team caps breakout
season with third place finish in
Super Six

The LSU gymnastics team did what it set out to do in 2014.
The Tigers (26-9, 5-2 Southeastern Conference) broke their team scoring
record three times and notched the program’s highest finish in school history by placing third at the NCAA Super Six Championship.
Junior all-arounder Rheagan Courville captured her second-straight
national vault title, and coach D-D Breaux won National Coach of the Year
recognition while associate head coach Jay Clark and assistant coach Bob
Moore earned National Assistant Coach of the Year honors.
“This team and the coaching staff set some goals, and I think that they
really lived up to everything we asked them to do,” Breaux said. “They
stayed in the process, they created consistency for themselves.”
LSU entered the season with a roster hardened by back-to-back Super
Six appearances, and it picked up right where it left off in 2013. The Tigers
posted the highest season-opening score in school history with a 197.200
against Centenary and ripped off a four-meet win streak after falling at
Georgia the following week.
One of LSU’s signature performances came on Feb. 9 in a 197.650197.325 win at then-No. 2 Oklahoma — which won a share of the national
championship.
The Tigers set the program-high score with a 197.875 at the Metroplex
Challenge six days later. Courville recorded a perfect 10 on vault and junior
all-arounder Lloimincia Hall turned in one of her three perfect scores on
floor.
“Of course we wanted to win, but the experience of being here on a
podium and going against a top three team two weeks in a row will keep
putting a sharper edge on the knife,” Breaux said following the meet.
Though LSU suffered a half-point defeat at eventual co-national champion Florida the week after the Metroplex Challenge, Feb. 28’s showdown
with Missouri showed just how sharp the Tigers were.
LSU, which rose to No. 1 after the Metroplex meet, broke the school record again with a 198.050 against Missouri before handily defeating North
Carolina State and Kentucky to close the regular season. But the Tigers
couldn’t carry that momentum into the SEC championship, instead finishing third with a 197.325 team score.
“We got beat a few times, and we did not have a great meet at SECs,”
Breaux said. “But we used that as a building block for our regional championship, where the kids had the best meet that I’ve ever been associated
with as an LSU coach.”
Boasting the No. 3 overall seed in the NCAA tournament, LSU returned
to top form two weeks later and shattered the scoring record with a 198.325
to clinch the Baton Rouge Regional and a spot in the national semifinals.
That mark tied Florida for the highest team score in the country in 2014.
The Tigers notched their second-lowest score of the season in the semifinal round, but their 197.100 was good enough for third place and a spot
in the Super Six. LSU bounced back to claim third place in the national
championship, and Courville’s 9.9750 vault score tied Arkansas’ Katherine
Grable for the title.
“It was the best season so far, hands down,” Courville said. “I can’t
think of ending it any other than we did other than being No. 1. We really
accomplished every goal we had this season, and I think that’s the most
important thing right now.”
story · marcus rodrigue
design · ryan lachney
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Top LSUPD taped off the surrounding area near Thomas D. Boyd Hall on April 7, 2014, after a call was received from the bursar’s office about suspicious packages found
near the building. Bottom left Suspicious packages rest in a corridor between the Thomas D. Boyd Hall buildings. Bottom right A robot and a bomb specialist from the
Baton Rouge City Police Bomb Squad are sent out to examine the suspicious packages.
Photos by LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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CODE BLACK COFFEE
Suspicious packages reported outside
Thomas D. Boyd Hall found to contain coffee

Work in Thomas D. Boyd Hall ground to a halt yesterday, while the LSU
Police Department investigated trouble brewing outside.
The source of the commotion — two suspicious packages containing
coffee, one of which was labeled “bomb,” raising concern around campus.
Baton Rouge Police Department explosive unit performed a controlled
detonation on the packages outside Thomas D. Boyd Hall. The two boxes
were located on the sidewalk between Thomas D. Boyd’s buildings, which
house the Office of Bursar Operations.
BRPD spokesman Cpl. Dan Coppola Jr. said the suspicious packages were
not explosive, and after the controlled detonation, determined the boxes contained coffee.
More than 50 LSU faculty and staff evacuated Thomas D. Boyd Hall at
approximately 3 p.m., and the facility didn’t reopen for almost three hours.
University bursar Larry Butcher reported the incident to LSUPD after a
fellow employee told him about the packages.
“One of them actually had the word ‘bomb’ written on top of the box,”
he said.
BRPD explosives unit responded shortly after LSUPD evacuated the facility and surrounding areas.
A BRPD bomb technician assessed and X-rayed the packages using the
bomb disposal robot, before determining controlled detonation was the saf-

est course of action.
Students reported to hearing the blast as far as the Student Union.
Coppola said the explosives unit was unsure of the contents before the
controlled detonation.
LSUPD didn’t evacuate the entire campus. Instead, students and faculty
received emergency emails and text messages.
LSUPD spokesman Capt. Cory Lalonde explained this incident was different than the bomb threat in Sept. 2012, which forced all of campus to be
evacuated.
“In this particular instance, it was called in,” Lalonde said. “It was someone that observed the package in a specific area; so we knew where it was. All
of those factor into determining how we are going to respond to a particular
instance after we secure the area.”
Child and family studies sophomore Annie Alvelais said she couldn’t
leave during the incident because her car keys were locked in the Memorial
Tower.
Alvelais was giving a campus tour when the building was evacuated.
She said waiting wasn’t bad because of the company, but the uncertainty
was frustrating.
Police couldn’t speculate on the motive for this incident.
According to Coppola, BRPD and LSUPD are both involved in the ongoing investigation.
story · olivia mcclure
design · cassidy day
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Above LSU sophomore Tam Trinh begins his serve March
30, 2014, during the men’s tennis doubles match against
Florida at W.T. “Dub” Robinson Stadium.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
Right LSU sophomore Boris Arias disagrees with a call
March 7, 2014, during a tennis match against Alabama.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
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Left Sophomore Harrison Kennedy hits the ball March
7, 2014, during a tennis match against Alabama.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
Below LSU freshman Justin Butsch hits the ball
during a match against George Washinton University
on March 13, 2014.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
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Mike the Tiger dances in the crowd April 5,
2014, during the NCAA Gymnastics Regional
in the PMAC.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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LSU freshman Joana Vale Costa serves the
ball March 21, 2014, during a doubles match
against Mississippi State at W.T. “Dub” Robinson Stadium.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille

STARTED FROM THE BOTTOM
Women’s tennis team sees brighter 2014 season

Spring seemed a little bit brighter in 2014 for
LSU Tennis.
After starting the season with four straight
losses in Southeastern Conference play, the LSU
women’s tennis team’s young talent finally shone
through in the SEC Championships on April 16.
In the conference tournament, the Lady Tigers notched arguably their two biggest wins of
the season against Mississippi State and No. 31
Tennessee before losing to No. 1 Georgia in the
quarterfinals.
The performance catapulted No. 40 LSU to
a 14-13 (3-10 SEC) record, and earned the Lady

Tigers their first NCAA Tournament birth since
2012 and the first under coach Julia Sell.
“I’ve been telling them for the past two months
… as long as we keep getting better, we’re going
to find our way into that tournament,” Sell said. I
wish we had a video of them jumping up, going
crazy … when we heard our names called.”
Sell said she believes LSU wouldn’t have made
the NCAA Championships if not for its two victories in the SEC Tournament. A key contributor to
those wins was freshman Joana Vale Costa, who
marked two of her season-total three singles victories against ranked opponents in the conference

championships including a 6-4, 6-2 clincher
against Tennessee’s No. 59 Eve Repic.
As No. 74 Costa boasts an 11-8 singles record,
All-SEC second-team honors and All-SEC freshman team honors, Sell said LSU still hasn’t “seen
the best of her yet.”
Sell can only hope the same goes for the rest
of the Lady Tigers as they travel to the University of California at Berkley to face No. 24 Pepperdine on Friday in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament.

story · taylor curet
design · ryan lachney
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Top left LSU freshman tennis player Skylar
Holloway hits the ball Feb. 16, 2014, in a singles
match against Northwestern State University at
W.T. “Dub” Robinson Stadium.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
Above LSU junior Mary Jeremiah hits the ball
Jan. 19, 2014, during a match against Nicholls
State University.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
Left LSU sophomore tennis player Ella Taylor
hits the ball Feb. 16, 2014.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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Graffiti is displayed on a wall in Free Speech Plaza
April 29, 2014. LSU Police Department spokesman
Capt. Cory Lalonde said two reports came in that
morning detailing graffiti at the Student Union
and Barnes and Noble bookstore, where infinity
signs were found accompanied by the letter “B.”
Similar incidences of graffiti were around campus
in the Quad and in front of Prescott Hall. The
meaning behind the symbol is undiscernable.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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Students study in preparation for final exams in
Middleton Library.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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Junior sprinter Trevor Sansone competes May 3,
2014, at the LSU Bernie Moore Track Stadium.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille

RUNNIN’
THINGS
Men’s and women’s teams set
multiple records at 120th
Penn Relays

With the indoor season finished, labeling the semester a success seems considerably fair.
In the 120th Penn Relays, junior thrower Rodney Brown set a new meet
record and broke LSU’s 25-year-old school record, when he launched a discus
throw 210 feet, 9 inches on his opening throw.
The record earned Brown him the right as Men’s Athlete of the Meet for
Individual Events.
“Big kudos to Rodney,” said LSU track and field coach Dennis Shaver.
“He’s been chasing that school record for a good year and a half, and for him
to do it at the Penn Relays is a very positive sign for him and his future. “
For the third straight season, LSU began its season with a trip to Birmingham, Ala., for the Auburn Indoor Invitational.
In the very first event of the 2014 indoors season, senior thrower Denise
Hinton won the hammer throw event with a mark of 65 feet, 8 1/4 inches. For
Hinton, the victory served as a catalyst for a historical season.
Hinton would later break LSU’s 10-year-old record for hammer throw
when she unleashed a throw of 209 feet, 6 inches at the Battle on the Bayou.
Ironically, weather played a significant role in LSU’s indoor season. While
the Carl Maddox Field House was finishing its renovation, the Tigers and
Lady Tigers were forced to practice at its outdoor stadium duringv one of the
most extreme winters Baton Rouge has experienced.
However, the unusually cold temperatures did not stop Shaver’s team
from starting the season hot. In the team’s first three meets of the year, LSU
captured 17 event titles.
The LSU men captured second place at the Texas A&M Triangular and
New Mexico Team Invitational, while the women earned second place at Texas A&M and went on to finish first at New Mexico.
The climax of the indoor season did not come until the end when LSU’s
men 4X400 meters team won the national championship.
Sophomores Darrell Bush and Cyril Grayson and juniors Quincy Downing and Vernon Norwood earned LSU it’s only indoor national title when the
team finished first ahead of Nebraska and Arkansas.
Solidifying her excellent senior campaign, hurdler Jasmin Stowers became
the first person in Penn Relays history to win the 100-meters hurdle three
times.
“For Jasmin to do something that no one else has ever accomplished is
uniquely special, especially if you know Jasmin,” Shaver continued. “No one
deserves that accomplishment more than she does.”
Stowers began her senior campaign winning the first six meets’ 60-meter
hurdles.
“There are so many great hurdlers who have run here over the years, so
it’s great to be the first to win it three times,” said Stowers in a news release.
story · joey giglio
design · ryan lachney

Junior Andreas Duplantis pole vaults May 3, 2014, at the LSU Bernie Moore Track Stadium.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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Top Senior Toshika Sylveste competes in the 200-meter dash May 3, 2014, at the LSU Bernie Moore Track Stadium. Bottom left Freshman Nataliyah Friar competes in
the triple jump event. Bottom right Junior Quincy Downing competes in the hurdle events.
Photos by CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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A Yorkshire terrier is dressed in an LSU shirt
while at a softball game. Fans were encouraged
to bring their dogs to Tiger Park for the “Bark
in the Park” game.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
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LSU senior infielder Allison Falcon (32) runs toward third base April 23, 2014, during the Lady Tigers’ 6-1 victory against the University of South
Alabama at Tiger Park.

A SWINGING SEASON

Softball team finishes strong despite rollercoaster of a season
“We fight! We fight! We fight! We fight!,” junior outfielder A.J. Andrews
quoted Red Wings, explaining her interpretation of the LSU softball team’s
2014 mantra of “Locked In” during Media Day before the 2014 season.
This mantra comes from the team’s military inspired focus on achieving
the goal of reaching the Women’s College World Series and avenging its failure to reach the WCWS in 2013.
But as the season progressed, “Locked In” came to represent the mindset of the team as the Tigers plowed through the ups and downs of the second-toughest schedule in the nation.
Despite returning a lineup that included the 2013 Co-Southeastern Conference Freshman of the Year Bianka Bell at shortstop and 2013 National Fastpitch Coaches Association All-American Andrews, the Tigers still entered the
season with a huge question mark in the pitching circle. Could the rotation
replace 2013 NFCA All-American pitcher Rachele Fico?
The rotation led by freshman Baylee Corbello, who is 12th in the SEC with
a 2.70 ERA, and senior Ashley Czechner has answered the call and carried the
Tigers to a No. 25 ranking.
In her first two collegiate starts, Corbello recorded 23 strikeouts, earning
her SEC Freshman of the Week honors the first week of the season.
However, in LSU’s first three conference series, the rotation struggled, allowing 42 earned runs while surrendering 47 walks.
After being swept in a conference series by then-No. 7 Alabama, Czechner
took over the Friday night starting position from Corbello.
The Tigers have won all four conference series since, and Czechner, 3-1 on
Friday night starts, is allowing only 12 walks while recording 25 strikeouts.
Limiting walks and other free passes will be key for the Tigers looking
forward to postseason play. The rotation has allowed 203 combined walks
while recording only 194 strikeouts.

Free passes have been a major problem for the Tigers in key series against
top teams this year. For LSU to succeed in postseason play, limiting the opportunities of opponents should give the Tigers a better chance to win close
matchups.
Compared to 2013, the difference in the Tigers’ power offense is staggering. In 58 games in 2013, the entire team hit 40 home runs. This season, LSU
already has 42 home runs from only six players in the lineup.
For the second straight season, a freshman leads the team in home runs
and RBIs. Last season, Bell led the Tigers with 12 home runs and 50 RBIs. In
2014, catcher Sahvanna Jaquish took on this role, producing a team-leading
12 home runs and 44 RBIs.
In conference play, Jaquish has consistently produced against some of the
best pitchers in the nation, batting .410 with six home runs and 16 RBIs.
“I try to focus on the game and the team and the score of the game instead
of just myself,” Jaquish said. “It’s fun trotting around the bases.”
LSU combined its increase in power in the lineup with its returning arsenal of speed. In 2013, the Tigers finished the season sixth in the SEC with 88
stolen bases. This season, LSU stands second in the conference with 94 stolen
bases on the year. Andrews is second individually in the SEC with 34 steal
on 35 attempts.
In the last four conference series, the Tigers have a 9-3 record in 12
games. During this stretch, LSU has scored at least five runs in eight of these
matchups.
The lineup seems to have clicked just in time for postseason play.
“I think the team as a whole is swinging with a lot of confidence, and having quality at-bats,” said LSU coach Beth Torina. “They are picking pitches
that they want to hit, and I think they are being really patient and smart at
the plate.”
story · morgan pritchett
photos · lauren duhon
design · ryan lachney
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LSU junior outfielder A.J. Andrews (6) slides
into second base April 23, 2014, during the
Lady Tigers’ 6-1 victory against the University
of South Alabama.

Far left LSU
senior infielder
Allison Falcon
(32) catches the
ball Wednesday,
April 23, 2014
during the Lady
Tigers’ 6-1
victory against
the University of
South Alabama at
Tiger Park. Left
LSU sophomore
infielder Sandra
Simmons (3) hits
the ball.
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KEEPS GETTING
BETTER
Tigers make improvements as season draws to a close
Prior to the 2014 campaign, LSU baseball coach Paul Mainieri constantly
referred to his upcoming schedule as a grind that would test his team to its
very core.
The Tigers have found themselves at both ends of the emotional spectrum
– they endured a four-game losing streak after falling to Tulane and getting
swept at Florida, but they rebounded the weekend after, winning seven in a
row and taking two Southeastern Conference series against Mississippi State
and Arkansas.
Now with only a few conference series remaining, including one more
in Alex Box Stadium against Alabama, the Tigers continue to search for the
perfect formula that will land them back in Omaha, Neb., for the 2014 College
World Series.
As the weather has warmed up in Baton Rouge, so have the LSU bats – the
Tigers experienced a cold spell following a 13-inning tie against Georgia on
March 23.
Since then, the LSU bats have roared back, scoring 20 runs in a three-game
series against Tennessee and scoring nine late runs in a comeback victory
against Alcorn State.
“I thought, for a consistent period of time, [the Tennessee series] was as
well as we’ve swung the bats all year,” Mainieri said. “We got runners on,
we advanced them and we had a lot of clutch hits. When we needed to rally,

we did.”
That is the sort of production LSU will need if it wants to continue to
compete in a tight SEC race.
Mainieri has received several sparks from unexpected sources, one of
whom being freshman outfielder Jake Fraley.
Fraley has forced himself into the everyday lineup, moving into the No.
5 spot and batting .348 with two home runs, 24 RBIs and a .408 on-base
percentage.
The Middletown, Del., native isn’t considered a freshman by his coach.
“Early in the year, we had to answer a lot of questions like, ‘Why are you
playing so many different guys?’ This is why,” Mainieri said. “You get to this
point in the year, and you don’t want to look at them as freshmen anymore.
They have almost a full season under their belt. I don’t treat them as inexperienced players. They’ve been out there plenty, and they’re expected to do
the job.”
LSU will need every bat it can get with the difficult road ahead. Mainieri
said his team will need to keep up with the explosive rival offenses.
“As the weather is warming up and we’re going down the stretch run,
honestly I think Texas A&M, Alabama and Auburn all swing the bats well,
too,” Mainieri said. “We’re going to have to be able to meet them and match
them punch-for-punch.”
story · lawrence barreca
design · ryan lachney
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LSU sophomore infielder Alex Bregman (8) swings at the ball April 29, 2014, during the Tigers’ 9-7 victory against Alcorn in Alex Box Stadium.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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Samuel Joseph Accardo
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Kylie Elaine Adkins
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Janice Coleman Albert
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Ethan Roy Allen
Bachelor of Science, Accounting

Heather Woolfolk Allen
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Ibrahim Alsowayigh
BachelorofScienceinPetroleum
Engineering
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graduates accardo to atkins
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Amanda Christine Anderson
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Annelise Marie Annestrand
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering

Whitney M. Antoine
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Andree Yvette Ardoin
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience

Brad Anthony Armentor
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Raven Arielle Atkins
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
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Alexandra Averill
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Janae Nicole Babineaux
Bachelor of Arts, History

Julia Kate Bagwell
Bachelor of Science, Elementary
Grades Education
Shelly Baker
Bachelor of Science; Textiles,
Apparel & Merchandising

Savannah Patrice Ann Ball
Bachelor of Arts, English
Robert Blake Ballenger
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies
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graduates averill to barry
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Elizabeth Lyn Barbier
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Kathirin Lillian Barham
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Charlotte Elizabeth Barnett
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Darrell Barnett
Bachelor of Science in Geology

Elizabeth C. Barrett
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Amanda Louise Barry
Bachelor of Science; Textiles,
Apparel & Merchandising
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Kelli Bates
Master of Public Administration
Chelsie Ann Batiste
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Davis E. Beard
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Sarah Elizabeth Begault
Bachelor of Science, General
Business

Kellan Francis Belanger
BachelorofScienceinPetroleum
Engineering
Brigum Zachery Bell
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
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Brandon Scott Bellelo
BachelorofScienceinMechanical
Engineering
Candice Lyn Benezech
BachelorofScience,Management

James Aubry Benham
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Zachary Robert Bennett
BachelorofScience,Biochemistry

Jennifer Michelle Bentz
Bachelor of Science; Textiles,
Apparel & Merchandising
Timothy John Berard
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
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David Berg
Bachelor of Science in
Construction Management
Daniel Bergeron
Bachelor of Science in Biological
Engineering

Hannah Claire Bergeron
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Elise Lauren Bernard
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Jonathan Austin Berry
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Kenneth J. Berthelot
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
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Alex Chandler Billings
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Darby Grace Birnbaum
Bachelor of Arts, International
Studies

Lauren Nicole Blanchard
Bachelor of Science, Child &
Family Studies
Christian Elizabeth Bondy
Bachelor of Arts, English

Clayton David Bondy
Bachelor of Architecture
Blakeley Bonin
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
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Lance Bordelon
Master of Mass Communication
Ethan John Boudreaux
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology

Brittany Elizabeth Bourgeois
Bachelor of Science; Textiles,
Apparel & Merchandising
Joshua Blake Bourgeois
Bachelor of Science, Psychology

Jodi Boutte
Master of Science in Engineering
Science
Melissa Bowling
Bachelor of Arts, English
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Robert Blake Boyle
BachelorofScienceinPetroleum
Engineering
Kelsey Catherine Bradbury
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Sean Christopher Bramley
Bachelor of Music Education
Ansha’La Janae Braswell
Bachelor of Science, Child &
Family Studies

Thomas Matthew Breaud
Bachelor of Science in Biological
Engineering
Morgan Alexis Breaux
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
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Madeline M. Briley
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Derionne J. Brooks
Bachelor of Science, Athletic
Training

Richard Warren Broussard III
Bachelor of Science in
Construction Management
Amber Y. Brown
Bachelor of Science; Animal,
Dairy & Poultry Sciences

Rachel Ellen Brown
Bachelor of Science; Animal,
Dairy & Poultry Sciences
Gillian Alice Brownlee
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology
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William Brian Brumfield
Bachelor of Science, Finance
Travis Judge Caballero
Bachelor of Arts, English

Jonathan F. Caillouet
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
Meredith Pickett Caldwell
BachelorofScience,Mathematics

Rachael Caldwell
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Kelly Cambre
Bachelor of Fine Arts
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Charlton Joseph Camp
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Fabiola Ines Campoblanco
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering

Chad Michael Caplan
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Claudia Carrizales
Bachelor of Arts, English
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience

Jazmin Marie Carter
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry
Alessandra A. Cashio
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
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graduates camp to chenevert
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Brooke E. Cassagne
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
Kayci Marie Cedars
BachelorofScience,Information
Systems & Decision Sciences

Jonathan T. Cefalu
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Anissa Lashawn Chambers
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Taylor Raye Chargois
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Reed Joseph Chenevert III
BachelorofScienceinPetroleum
Engineering
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Caila Marie Cleary
Bachelor of Arts, English
Elizabeth Ann Coldiron
Bachelor of Arts, English

John Coleman
Bachelor of Arts, International
Studies
Andrew Collura
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Claire Ellen Cook
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies
Amber Blair Cormier
BachelorofScience,Nutritionand
Food Sciences
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Jessica Marie Costanza
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Caleb R. Covington
Bachelor of Arts, History
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience

Caitlin Olivia Crafton
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
Kathryn Michelle Crochet
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders

Germaine Trenese Crockett
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Zachary J. Cruz
Bachelor of Science in
Construction Management
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Megan M. Cunningham
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Betsy Daggett
Bachelor of Science, Natural
ResourceEcology&Management

Michelle Daigle
Bachelor of Science, Elementary
Grades Education
Timothy Michael Dale Jr.
Bachelor of Science, Economics

Kyle G. Daroca
Bachelor of Architecture
Preston Everett Davis
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy
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graduates cunningham to devillier
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Robin London Day
Bachelor of Architecture
Laura De Latin
Bachelor of Science in Biological
Engineering

Cody James Decoteau
Bachelor of Science in
Construction Management
Daniel S. Depaula
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences

Caitlin Dever
Master of Arts, Hispanic Studies
Joseph E. Devillier
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
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Maureen Anne Doucet
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Caroline Elizabeth Downer
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Alexandra Dianna Drake
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Dianna Kelsey Drummond
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders

Justin Ryan Dupuy
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
Ryan Thomas Durand
Bachelor of Arts, International
Studies
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Chelsea Louise Eaton
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry
Heidi Jean Eckert
Bachelor of Arts, History

Courtney Elyse Edwards
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Ryan Joseph Ehrhardt
Bachelor of Science, Human
Resource Education

Casey Joseph Elkins
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Nathan Alan Elkins
Bachelor of Arts, Liberal Arts
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Dylan Ellerman
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Keri Mia Emanuel-Simmons
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology

Courtney Elizabeth Evans
Bachelor of Science, Human
Resource Education
Ellen Genevieve Farrar
Bachelor of Fine Arts

John Ithon Farria Jr.
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Adelaide Ferguson Farrow
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy
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Lindsey T. Felty
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Kaitlynn Michelle Fenley
BachelorofScience,Microbiology

Guillermo Remigio
Fernandez
Bachelor of Science, Agricultural
Business
Douglas Robert Ferrara
BachelorofScienceinMechanical
Engineering

Catherine Celeste Fontenot
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Christopher James Forestier
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
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Amariha Banika Fort
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Berry Rae Fountain
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration

Cassali Fournier
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Alexander Edwin Franklin
Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Engineering

Sophie Alice Fraser
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
Allyson E. French
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
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graduates fort to gazzale
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Gabriel Joseph Fuselier
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Hannah Elizabeth Gambrell
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration

Bryant Gary Garcin
Bachelor of Science, Geography
Gregory Brent Garner
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering

Shakilya Gauthier
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Kevin Joseph Gazzale
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
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Douglas Michael George
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Mariah Janee Georgetown
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration

Megan Maria Gibbs
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Joseph L. Giglio
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Summer Gilbert
Bachelor of Science; Animal,
Dairy & Poultry Sciences
Anna Gill
Bachelor of Arts, English
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Wendy C. Gilley
Bachelor of Arts, Geography
Catherine Kelly Glueck
Bachelor of Science, General
Business

Hannah Claire Godeaux
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Rodney Goldsmith
Master of Public Administration

Conner J. Graham
Bachelor of Science in
Construction Management
Lauren Grant
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
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Benjamin Peter Guarisco
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Ryan Joseph Gueho
Bachelor of Science, Physics

Sarah Michelle Guidry
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Sarah E. Guillory
Bachelor of Science, Human
Resource Education

Thomas Perry Gumpert
Bachelor of Science, Economics
Brady McNeil Hadden
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
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graduates guarisco to hawkins
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Anjelica Rachelle Hall
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Rachael Marie Hamlin
Bachelor of Science, Marketing

Katherine Welch Hammer
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Ramon Elisha Hardy
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Rosalie Margaret Haug
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience
Jennifer Louise Hawkins
Bachelor of Arts, English
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Jasmine Antoinette Heatly
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience
Taylor Douglas Brasher
Heinen
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Erika Nicole Heitkamp
Bachelor of Science, Agricultural
Business
Mary Elizabeth Hendon
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Diego Alfonso Henriquez
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Emily Hernandez
Master of Arts, Communication
Disorders
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graduates heatly to hossain
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Kelsey Marie Hershey
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Emily A. Hicks
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences

Rebecca Hill
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies
Tamaria Ann Hollis
Bachelor of Science, Athletic
Training

Alessandro Holzapfel
BachelorofScience,International
Trade and Finance
Naser Imran Hossain
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
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Whitney Marie Huet
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Sara Elizabeth Huffman
Bachelor of Arts, History

Lauren Marie Hulin
Bachelor of Science, Nutrition
and Food Sciences
Lance M. Hymel
Bachelor of Science, Computer
Science

Mayrie Elizabeth Irving
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Amber Renee Jack
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
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graduates huet to johnson
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Meagan Jackson
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Sarah Jeanne James
Bachelor of Science, Finance

Ryan Edward Jeansonne
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Hillary Marie Joffrion
Bachelor of Science, Human
Resource Education

Samantha Lynn Johnese
Bachelor of Science, Elementary
Grades Education
Zachary Houston Johnson
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
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A’Trey-U O’Neal Jones
Bachelor of Arts, Agricultural
Business
Diva Ariel Jones
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology

Jennifer Leigh Jones
Bachelor of Science, Child &
Family Studies
Latavia Darnell Jones
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology

Taylor Jordan
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Kaitlyn Claire Kehoe
Bachelor of Architecture
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Dennis Kendelbacher
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Erin Mallett Kenna
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Evan Mitchell Key
Bachelor of Music Education
Shelby Ann Kiefer
Bachelor of Science, Accounting

Brandon James Kieffer
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Angelle Marie Kilpatrick
BachelorofScience,Management
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Chelsea Elizabeth Kliebert
BachelorofScience,Biochemistry
Marilyn Marie Klusman
Bachelor of Interior Design

Jody H. Knight
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Kelly Ann Kral
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Kaylan Elaine Kuehler
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Adam Nicholas Ladd
Bachelor of Science, Geography
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Mariah Leanne-Victoria Land
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders
Ashten Rae Landry
Bachelor of Arts, English

Kathryn Lynn Laplace
BachelorofScience,Nutritionand
Food Sciences
Taylor L. Leblanc
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Courtney Marie Lee
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Jasmine Nicole Lee
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
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Kayla Elizabeth Lee
BachelorofScience,Information
Systems & Decision Sciences
Kristine Cee Yeun Lee
Bachelor of Science, Psychology

Erika Rose Lehrmann
Bachelor of Fine Arts
John W. Lenoir
Bachelor of Music

Joseph D. Little
Bachelor of Science, Economics
Sarah Elizabeth Liuzza
Bachelor of Fine Arts
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Anna K. Long
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Tyler Phillip Longwell
Bachelor of Science, Computer
Science

Kaitlyn Ann Loyacano
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Shelby Nicole Loyacano
Bachelor of Arts, History

Qinqin Lu
Ph.D., Physics
Blake A. Mader
BachelorofScience,Mathematics
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Morgan Leigh Matchett
BachelorofScience,Mathematics
Sydney Arianna May
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering

Maria Julianne McCain
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders
Tiki McCray
Bachelor of Science, Nutrition
and Food Sciences

Caroline Elizabeth
McDougall
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Sean Thomas McMullen
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
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Haley Elizabeth Melancon
Bachelor of Science, Elementary
Grades Education
Hannah Elizabeth Menard
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Nicole S. Mercado
BachelorofScience,Microbiology
Morgan Elise Merriman
Bachelor of Science, Elementary
Grades Education

Kelsey Ann Messonnier
BachelorofScience,Mathematics
Tyler Alexander Meyer
BachelorofScience,Mathematics
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Libby Erin Miller
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Warren Samuel Mitchell
Bachelor of Arts, Liberal Arts

Rachael Renee Montz
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Erin Jennifer Morere
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Kaitlyn Arielle Morris
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Evan Albert Mount
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
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Austin Blake Mouton
Bachelor of Science, Natural
ResourceEcology&Management
Patricia Elena Muchacho
Bachelor of Interior Design

Erineka Kanika Mulligan
BachelorofScience,Management
Latosha Mullins
Master of Public Administration

George Tyler Munson IV
Bachelor of Arts, History
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology
Megan Danielle Musso
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology
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Corey James Myers
Bachelor of Science, Physics
Susan Marie Naquin
Bachelor of Architecture

Kieu Minh Thi Nguyen
BachelorofScience,Management
Jane Helen Noble
Bachelor of Science, Elementary
Grades Education

Cameron Francis Nodier
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
Kathryn Louise Olivier
BachelorofScience,Nutritionand
Food Sciences
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Linsey Brooke Olivier
Bachelor of Science in Biological
Engineering
Benjamin Omili Jr.
Bachelor of Science, Agricultural
Business

James Arthur Parker
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Kayla Elizabeth Parker
Bachelor of Arts, International
Studies

Catherine Elizabeth Parsiola
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Lauren Nicole Partain
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
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Rachel E. Pataky
Bachelor of Arts, International
Studies
Zachary S. Payne
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies

Taylor Dena Pearson
Bachelor of Arts, International
Studies
Brittany Nicole Pellerin
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology

Jacob Leblanc Peoples
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Thomas Periou
Bachelor of Science in
Construction Management
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Travis Roch Perrier
BachelorofScienceinPetroleum
Engineering
Ryan Peters
BachelorofScienceinMechanical
Engineering

Katie Lynn Pierrottie
Bachelor of Interior Design
Andrea Alyse Pillaro
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Lynnika Francine Pitts
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Nickolas Anthony Popich
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
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Margaret L. Price
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Samantha Kristine
Prudhomme
Bachelor of Science, Early
Childhood Education

Cody James Quebedeaux
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
Jarrod Roman Quebodeaux
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology

Logan Paul Raborn
BachelorofScienceinPetroleum
Engineering
Sofia Raldiris
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
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Tyler C. Reames
Bachelor of Science, Finance
Kyle Anthony Reed
Bachelor of Science, Natural
ResourceEcology&Management

Sara Jane Reed
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology
Megan Joy Rials
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience

Katie Annette Richard
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Erin Claire Riche
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders
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Kendell Marie Richter
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Myles Lewis Rieger
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies

Elizabeth Joan Rigby
BachelorofScience,Nutritionand
Food Sciences
Andrea Rivera
Bachelor of Science, Natural
ResourceEcology&Management

Samantha Marie Roberge
Bachelor of Arts, English
Michael Paul Robert
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
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Jerry David Robichaux III
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Shelisa D. Robinson
Bachelor of Science, General
Business

Jessica Jean Roby
Bachelor of Science in
Construction Management
Dana Kelley Rock
Bachelor of Science, Psychology

Mitchell Lee Rodeheaver
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Ryan Roebuck
BachelorofScienceinPetroleum
Engineering
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Patrick Roque
Master of Public Administration
Kelci Ellen Roussel
BachelorofScience,Mathematics

Austin Patrick Roy
BachelorofScienceinMechanical
Engineering
Mark Andrew Rule
Bachelor of Science; Animal,
Dairy & Poultry Sciences

Melissa Renee Rushing
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Bachelor of Arts, English
Michele Renee Ryburn
Bachelor of Science; Animal,
Dairy & Poultry Sciences
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Allison M. Sage
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Logan Christopher Samuel
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Michael J. Sanders
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Gregory Scott Santoro
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration

Candice Savoy
Bachelor of Science, Psychology
Robert James Selders II
Bachelor of Science, Agricultural
Business
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Wallace Peter Sevin III
BachelorofScience,Management
John Anthony Shamma
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences

Colleen Elizabeth Shannon
Bachelor of Architecture
Blair Alexander Simon
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences

Catherine Collette
Simoneaux
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Halli R. Small
BachelorofScience,Biochemistry
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Hunter J. Smeltzer
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Austin Ray Smith
BachelorofScience,Management

Bristie Joelle Smith
Bachelor of Fine Arts
C. Scott Smith
Bachelor of Science, Finance

Nicholas Joseph Smith
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
Stephen Mark Smith
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
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Taylor Edward Smith
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Allison Rose Smither
BachelorofScience,Biochemistry

Donavon Jerard St. Andre
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre
Patricia Meili Stacy
Bachelor of Science in Biological
Engineering

Malcolm Christopher Ross
Stagg
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
David Vincent Stano Jr.
Bachelor of Science, Finance
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Matthew Kent Starlight
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Joseph Michael Starring
BachelorofScienceinMechanical
Engineering

Zachary Nesmith Stevenson
Bachelor of Arts, History
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience
Hannah Rebecca Strain
Bachelor of Science, Early
Childhood Education

Alexandra Strange
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Claire Strickland
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
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Joseph Scott Summers
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
Raven Nicole Summers
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering

Yihua Sun
BachelorofScience,Mathematics
Erica Kay Sweeney
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Caroline A. Swope
Bachelor of Science, Marketing
Sydney Ruth Szot
Bachelor of Fine Arts
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Connor R. Tarter
BachelorofArts,Communication
Studies
Drake Tassin
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering

Glen Taylor
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience
Macy Lynn Terrebonne
BachelorofScience,Mathematics

Lauren Marcel Thibodaux
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Carli R. Thibodeaux
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
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Jordan Jaye Thomas
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
Kierra Lynae Thomas
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Trebrisa Shenika Thomas
Bachelor of Science, Athletic
Training
Chelsea N. Thompson
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Suzanne Marie Thonn
Bachelor of Science, Early
Childhood Education
Frances Marija Tiongson
Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Engineering
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Anh-Thu Juli Ton
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Mason Edward Triay
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences

Jenna Lauren Tynes
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders
Andrea Abiguel Vargas
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders

Christopher D. Vasser
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience
Dylan Christopher Vaughn
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
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Jennifer Elizabeth Vegh
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology
Lee-Ann Vidal
Master of Arts, Hispanic Studies

Elaine Catherine Vidrine
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Emily Louise Vidrine
Bachelor of Science, Kinesiology

Dalena Vo
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies
Jessica Alexandra Waggoner
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders
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Gabrielle Jane Wagoner
Bachelor of Interior Design
Anthony Josiah Walker
Bachelor of Science, Computer
Science

Marie Walker
Bachelor of Arts, Theatre
Jaime Marie Wallace
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies

Christina Chantel Walter
Bachelor of Science in Biological
Engineering
Kay Elizabeth Warner
Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Engineering
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Michelle Renee Warr
Bachelor of Arts, English
Ambria Renee Washington
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication

Melanie Claire Watt
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Ashley Webre
Bachelor of Architecture

Paul James Wedig
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Christopher Stephen
Wegmann
Bachelor of Science, Sport
Administration
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Zachariah Neal Weilenman
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Julie Michelle Welcker
Bachelor of Science; Animal,
Dairy & Poultry Sciences

Maria T. Weller
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Leslie Wells
Master of Mass Communication

Callie Celeste Welsh
Bachelor of Science, Elementary
Grades Education
Danielle Lee Wetzel
Bachelor of Science, Accounting
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Holly G. Whidden
Bachelor of Science, Child &
Family Studies
Hope Clare Whitsell
BachelorofArts,Communication
Disorders

Margaret Lynn Whitsell
Bachelor of Science, Natural
ResourceEcology&Management
Brandi N. Wilkinson
Bachelor of Science, Accounting

Linyanta Jeanne’ Williams
BachelorofArts,PoliticalScience
Samantha L. Williams
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
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Sierra Shantel Williams
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary
Studies
Steven Roderick Wilson
Bachelor of Science, Chemistry

Lakayla Witherspoon
Bachelor of Science, General
Business
Abigail Maria Woltering
Bachelor of Arts, Anthropology

Brittany Genevieve Woods
Bachelor of Science, Biological
Sciences
Siyang Wu
Bachelor of Science in Coastal
Environmental Science
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Junrui Yan
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Marie-Therese Yokum
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Bachelor of Science, Finance

Courtney Lynne Young
Bachelor of Arts in Mass
Communication
Hillary L. Young
Bachelor of Science in Coastal
Environmental Science

Lois Elaine Young
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology
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Congratulations,
Class of 2014!
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The sun sets over Alex Box Stadium June 2,
2014, as LSU plays University of Houston. The
Tigers lost 2-12.
ZOE GEAUTHREAUX, The Daily Reveille
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LSU AMBASSADORS
The LSU Ambassadors constitute a unique organization of student leaders chosen to aid the University’s orientation and recruitment programs, encourage pride and spirit in the LSU community, and provide diligent service to
the LSU campus. LSU Ambassadors assist students throughout their time spent under the oaks and arches — from
orientation to graduation.
The LSU Ambassadors are located in the Office of Orientation in Johnston Hall and are advised by Kelli Stevens
Webber, the Assistant Director of Orientation, and Monica Zeno, Graduate Assistant. Please visit our website at
www.lsuambassadors.com, follow us on Instagram and Twitter at @lsuambassadors, and like us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/lsuambassadors.
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PARENT ORIENTATION
LEADERS

ORIENTATION LEADERS

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

DELTA ZETA
Delta Zeta was founded in 1902 in Oxford, Ohio, on
the ideals of creating sincere and lasting friendships. The
Sigma Chapter was established at LSU in 1917. Since
then, the chapter has excelled morally and academically.
Nationally, Delta Zeta supports The Painted Turtle
Camp and Hearing Impaired, partnering with Starkey
Hearing Foundation and Gallaudet University. The
Sigma Chapter hosts the Miss LSU-USA Pageant every
year, grossing over $290,000 for Sigma’s philanthropies. This year, Sigma established a partnership with St.
Lillian Academy, a nonprofit organization for children
with learning disabilities. Members frequently volunteer at St. Lillian Academy, as well as the Baton Rouge
Speech and Hearing Foundation.
Every year, Delta Zeta works to better the community and has been recognized both regionally and nationally for these accomplishments. Delta Zeta has been
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named an Outstanding Chapter on LSU’s campus for
more than a decade. Sigma received the Fort Smith Arkansas Alumnae Excellence in Philanthropy Award and
the Necia White Kelly Chapter Programming Award for
the 2013 school year. Sigma has also been recognized for
the Ida Marie Cater Nelson Community Service Award,
Outstanding Philanthropic Project/Event - Most Dollars
Raised Category, Outstanding Chapter Communication
and Outstanding Greek Leadership Training Program.
This year, the chapter hosted its Third Annual Turtle
Tug and Second Annual Mocktails Event. These events
brought Greek members at LSU together to benefit Sigma’s philanthropies and support Alcohol and Drug
Awareness Month.
Socially, members participate in several sisterhood activities throughout the year, including chapter retreats,
Big Sis/Lil Sis week and holiday parties.
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DELTA DELTA DELTA
Delta Delta Delta was founded in 1888 on Thanksgiving Eve at Boston University. Tri Delta stresses the
importance of scholastic achievement and university
involvement. The Delta Omega chapter was founded at
LSU in 1934.
Many of our members have been leaders on
LSU’s campus. In the 2013-2014 academic year, our
members were involved in over 50 organizations on
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campus from LSU Ambassadors and Student Government, to Golden Girls and LSU Cheerleading. Members
have also volunteered for over 30 charities in the Baton
Rouge area.
This year, Tri Delta placed first in the Intramural Volleyball Championship. Tri Delta also placed first
at the annual Sorority Step Show Competition. During
Homecoming week, Tri Delta placed first in the yard

decoration competition among sororities. The Delta
Omega chapter also received awards for winning Greek
Week, the UREC award, and Outstanding Chapter of
the Year.
At the 2014 Collegiate Conference for our national
philanthropy, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital,
the Delta Omega chapter was named Chapter of the
Year in the Gold Division for raising over $130,000 and

providing dedicated service and volunteer efforts to
the hospital. The Delta Delta Delta National Fraternity
achieved their collective goal of donating $15 million in
five years to St. Jude in only three and a half years. Tri
Delta at LSU strives to be highly involved in the LSU
community, in philanthropic efforts for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, and in promoting sisterhood.
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Campus Life supports and advises 6
student organizations. Check out our
calendar at www.lsu.edu/campuslife.

LSU Campus Life is dedicated to developing
student learning outside the classroom
through innovative leadership development,
involvement, student activities and service
opportunities for LSU students at all levels.
Campus Life supports and advises six
student organizations that uphold the three
tenets of service, leadership and involvement:
Geaux BIG Baton Rouge, Homecoming Student
Committee, Leading Streak, Kitchens on the
Geaux, Student Activities Board and Volunteer
LSU. Campus Life also has oversight of the
more than 400 student organizations at LSU.
Most Campus Life programs are free
and covered by your LSU student fees,
so check out our calendar at
www.lsu.edu/campuslife
and don’t hesitate to join in the fun!
Geaux Tailgate
Campus Life and First Year Experience teamed
up to celebrate the Tigers with free food and
entertainment for all students September 7 at
the LSU Barnes & Noble Bookstore.

A Night of Pozitivity with Mondo Guerra
Project Runway winner Mondo Guerra discussed his positive HIV
status and what students can do to support the cause in the
Student Union Theater April 1.

Leadership LSU
The Leadership LSU Class of 2014 spent the spring
semester studying adaptive leadership from campus
and community leaders who have addressed
significant societal challenges.

Leading Edge
First-year students explored
leadership fundamentals
and their talents at a
series of weekend retreats
focused around four unique
topics. Pictured here on
the Leading Edge:
Leadership Adventure trip.

Geaux Lead
Students participated in a four-day, intensive,
off-campus retreat at Tall Timbers Conference
Center May 18-21 to learn about leadership styles,
individual talents, group dynamic, and more.

Holiday Spectacular
LSU celebrated Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and Christmas at the
annual Holiday Spectacular, which included a countdown
to the lighting of the LSU Christmas Tree December 4.

Fall Fest
Students celebrated Tiger pride October 11 at Fall Fest, an annual party with free food, giveaways, games and activities,
info booths and live entertainment. Fall Fest moved to the Parade Ground in 2013.

Coffee with Campus Life
Select Tuesdays throughout the year, Campus Life
offered free coffee and pastries in the Student
Union with conversation about involvement and
programs on campus.

Student Involvement Fair
More than 180 student and community organizations introduced students to their work and members at the
Student Involvement Fairs September 11 and February 5 in and around the Student Union.

The purpose of SAB is to enhance
the overall campus experience by
cultivating leadership skills in its
members and creating lasting
memories with educational and
entertaining programs that appeal
to diverse audiences.
Late Night LSU
More than 2,500 students packed the Student Union August 23, the Friday before classes started, to play and party in a safe, alcohol-free environment.

The Homecoming Student
Committee plans and organizes
a variety of activities to engage
students, faculty, staff and
alumni in an annual celebration
of Tiger traditions and spirit.

From a record number of court applicants, seniors Alex Cagnola and Emma Arceneaux rose to win a student vote for Homecoming King
and Queen. They were crowned at the LSU v. Furman game October 26.

Members of the 2013 LSU Homecoming Court included Emma Arceneaux, Alli Beth
Blanchard, Jacob Boudreaux, Alex Cagnola, Gabriella Darden, Sarah Hazlewood, Dylon
Hoffpauir, Matthew Landry, Arenn Martin, Alex Naquin, Sarah Beth Theriot, Tuan Tran,
Carley Wahlborg and Bradley Williams. Pictured here with 2012 King Taylor Cox and
Queen Kendall Knobloch.

Homecoming
This year’s Homecoming Week, October 20-27, attracted hundreds of
students and alums to celebrate Tiger spirit with a parade, concert
with Karmin, pep rally, sport tournaments and decorating contests
around campus.

Students and fans donated more than 21,000 pounds of nonperishable food for the Greater Baton Rouge Food Bank.
Students used the cans to construct a replica of Tiger Stadium on the Parade Ground.

Kitchens on the Geaux uses service as a tool to
increase awareness of food insecurity in the Baton
Rouge area, recycle food from the Baton Rouge
community, serve nourishing meals to in-need
populations, build community partnerships and
provide educational opportunities to LSU students.

Fork Display
To mark National Hunger and Homelessness
Awareness Week November 17-22, students “forked”
the Parade Ground with 12,500 plastic forks representing
the Louisiana homeless population.

Potato Drop
About 20,000 pounds of cosmetically imperfect sweet potatoes were dropped on the Parade Ground
for students to sack for donation to the Greater Baton Rouge Food Bank April 22.

Director:

Geaux BIG Baton Rouge is a one day
event that unites LSU students and
Baton Rouge residents through
service in order to build a positive
relationship in which students
express appreciation for the support
of the community.

Geaux BIG Baton Rouge
More than 1,200 students, faculty and staff served homeowners, nonprofits and schools for Geaux BIG Baton Rouge
March 22. This largest service event at LSU is a big “thank you” to the community.

Leading Streak are student leaders who provide the
LSU community with programs and resources to
promote leadership development and involvement
and promote personal growth. Members of Leading
Streak serve as facilitators and consultants to help
individuals and groups develop needed skills.

Leadership Exchange
Students from LSU and Loyola University New Orleans joined
forces to learn about leadership through the issue of high
HIV/AIDS rates in Baton Rouge and New Orleans.

Chair:

Lead Louisiana
Students traveled to some
of the festivals that make
Louisiana so unique to
learn from the community
leaders who keep the culture
alive. Pictured here at the
Atchafalaya Basin Festival
November 9.

Director:
Director:

Volunteer LSU is the University’s center for community
service and involvement. Our mission is to promote
and coordinate volunteer opportunities, build
partnerships within the community and instill a
lifelong commitment to service.

Community Bound
About 800 first-year students served alongside upperclass team leaders and LSU administrators, including
President and Chancellor F. King Alexander, in 18 East Baton Rouge Parish schools August 24.

CHANGE Break
LSU students set off to serve
nationally and globally during
alternative service breaks.
Pictured here, the Ecuador
team at the equator. Students
also visited the Florida
Panhandle and Vancouver
in 2014.

KAPPA DELTA
The Epsilon chapter of Kappa Delta at LSU was the
first sorority on LSU’s campus, opening its doors in
1909. With an open motto of Ta Kala Diokomen, a Latin phrase meaning “Let us strive for that which is honorable, beautiful, and highest”, the Kappa Delta’s at
LSU surely seek to live each day by these words. But
not only do the women of Epsilon chapter personally strive for this, they also use this open motto to help
others achieve the confidence and true friendship they
find in these words. Every semester the Kappa Deltas
host 3-4 Girl Scout events as part of their philanthropy. The Girl Scout event is either held at their sorority
house or the chapter members take the troops on a field
trip. These events are always geared towards inspiring
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confidence in the girls. In addition to this, for the past
23 years, Kappa Delta has participated in the St Patrick’s Day parade selling jambalaya to raise money for
the local non-profit organization Prevent Child Abuse
Louisiana. Epsilon chapter is one of the soul providers
to the Louisiana division of Prevent Child Abuse. Having donated over $50,000 this past year, Kappa Delta has
been able to keep the Louisiana division afloat. Because
of their strong commitment to their community coupled
with their extremely accomplished chapter, the Epsilon
chapter had the honor of winning the Council Award at
Kappa Delta National Convention this past summer. As
we continue to grow we continue to strive for the ideals
and values our founders left before us.
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ALPHA PHI
Alpha Phi is a sisterhood of women supporting one
another in lifelong achievement. It was founded in 1872
at Syracuse University with the purpose to promote a
growth in character, unity of feeling, sisterly affection,
and social communion among its members. The
sisterhood stretches across the nation in 160 collegiate
campuses comprising more than 200,000 members.
In Fall 2013, Alpha Phi colonized a group of over 200
collegiate women here at LSU and officially reinstalled
the Delta Tau chapter on March 23, 2014.
Every year, in conjunction with the Alpha Phi
Foundation, Alpha Phi hosts a number of events to
benefit and raise awareness about its philanthropy,
women’s heart health. Annually, the Foundation awards
the Heart to Heart Cardiac Care grant to an organization

focused on women’s cardiac research. This year, the
Delta Tau chapter sponsored a week long, Greek-wide
social media contest and promoted National Wear Red
Day in Free Speech Alley, handing out free baked goods
and tips for improving one’s cardiovascular health. The
chapter also participated in various external fundraisers
and campus competitions to further raise money for the
cause.
Alpha Phi strives to improve the mind and hearts of
its members as well as aiding each other through love.
Delta Tau has quickly become a huge part of the Greek
community and LSU’s campus and is grateful for the
enormous amount of support they received from the
LSU community within its first year.
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CHI OMEGA
Chi Omega was founded April 5, 1895, at the University of Arkansas. LSU’s Phi Gamma chapter was founded in 1924. We pride ourselves on six main purposes:
friendship, high personnel standards, academic excellence, campus involvement, career and personal development and community service.
Chi Omega is the largest fraternal women’s organization – there are 173 Chi Omega chapters across the
nation with more than 300,000 initiated members. Our
colors are cardinal and straw, our mascot is the owl and
flower is the carnation.
Chi Omega’s national philanthropy is the Make- AWish Foundation. This year, the Phi Gamma chapter
hosted the fourth annual “Rock for a Wish” event. This
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is a battle of the bands concert at the Varsity Theatre in
Baton Rouge. The Phi Gamma sisters raised over $25,000
to send 12 year old Peyton to Hawaii to swim with the
dolphins.
Chi Omega sisters participate in activities including study abroad programs, Student Government, Bible studies, Up ‘til Dawn, Sole Sisters, triathlons and
S.T.R.I.P.E.S. A number of Chi Omegas severs as Golden Girls and Tigers Girls. The sisters volunteer at the
University Child Care Center and serves as Reading
Friends at Highland Elementary. Chi Omega’s social
events include White Carnation Formal, Family Night,
GRUB, Hoot N Holler, exchanges, Panhellenic socials
and philanthropy events.
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ZETA TAU ALPHA
Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA) was nationally founded in
Farmville, Virginia on October 15, 1898. ZTA’s mission
is to make a difference in the lives of our members by
developing the potential of each individual through innovative programming. Our programming emphasizes
leadership development, service to others, academic
achievement and continued personal growth for women, with a commitment to friendship and the future
based on the sisterhood, values and traditions of the
past.   
The ZTA chapter at Louisiana State University, also
known as the Delta Kappa chapter, has over 300 members who are actively making a difference within our lo-
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cal and national communities. Our members come from
across the United States with interests and extracurricular activities that are as unique as the places they call
home.
Nationally, ZTA’s philanthropy is Breast Cancer
Awareness and Education. Along with our awesome
social events, our chapter hosts and participates in philanthropic events to raise funds for Breast Cancer Awareness and Education, including our 12-hour Pancake
Breakfast, Pinktoberfest, Capture the Cure, the New Orleans Saints “A Crucial Catch” Game, and the Susan G.
Komen Race for the Cure.
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KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Kappa Alpha Theta was founded in 1870 at DePauw University. Delta Kappa is one of its largest chapters and was established in 1963.
Sisters participate in activities including Student Government, Order
of Omega, Rho Lambda, GBOD, Bat Girls, Legacy Magazine, Panhellenic Executive Board, Ambassadors, Tiger TV, LSU Dance Ensemble, The
Reveille, and Tiger Band.
Members support the national philanthropy Court Appointed Special Advocates with events through the school year. Every spring, Theta
holds the annual event “KATfish for CASA” which includes food and
live music. This school year Theta held a service event during midterms
to help relieve stress called, KAT’s and Dogs, which allowed students to
relieve stress by playing with dogs.
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PHI IOTA ALPHA
Phi Iota Alpha was originally established as the Alpha
Chapter here at LSU in 1931. In the 1970s, the fraternity
disbanded, but four years ago, it was re-established in
May 2010. Since then, the fraternity has seen exciting
progress of its events, heritage, and culture at the university. The mission of Phi Iota Alpha is to follow in
the footsteps of our remarkable alumni and founders in
order to lead the surrounding community in academics, leadership, and service. Our chapter here at LSU
has accomplished our mission this year by having our
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highest GPA since being re-founded, leading well-attended events such as, numerous tailgates during football season and a very successful FIFA 14 tournament at
The Varsity. The fraternity also boasts great alumni that
have been recognized by the university and continue to
give back the community. Phi Iota Alpha will continue
to instill and spread the values of academics, leadership,
and service both within the men that are formed in this
fraternity and within the community as a whole.

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
Alpha Gamma Rho — Alpha Epsilon was
founded at LSU in 1926 and was reinstated
in 1971. We have come a long way since then.
Back in 2011, we had about 20 active members.
Now we are standing strong at 88 active members and growing. We moved into our new
house on W. Lakeshore Drive back in spring
2012, and it has been nothing but great things
since then. The Alpha Epsilon chapter has won
multiple national recruitment awards. We received a national gold status from our nationals as well as 2012’s Most Improved Chapter.
At LSU, we have won the Outstanding Brotherhood Award numerous years in a row, and
in 2010 and 2011 we won Order of Omega Outstanding Chapter.
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CHRIST THE KING
Christ the King Parish and Catholic Center at LSU is
located at the corner of Highland Road and Dalrymple
Drive. Originally established at LSU as the Newman
Center in 1928, today the Center is a diverse, international community, formed to be a living ministry of Jesus Christ among persons on the campus of Louisiana
State University and the Diocese of Baton Rouge.
Programs offered at the Center include Bible Study,
Small Christin Communities (Faith Sharing Groups),
Confirmation, and many more. Faith, Peace and Justice
Committee provides opportunities for service and promotion of social justice- please check the website www.
ctklsu.org for a complete listing of ministries. The Center

also sponsors mission trips during semester breaks, on
campus retreats, and once a semester a retreat led by the
LSU students off campus.
In addition to the many programs offered by the Center, students are welcome to study in our library and
classrooms. The entire Center has wireless internet access for student use. The Recreation Room is open for
students to watch TV, play ping pong and billiards.
The Social Planning Committee is an active organization promoting student fellowship. Every semester the
committee sponsors Homecoming activities, tailgate
parties, dances, and many other events — all LSU students are welcome to attend.
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PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
The Panhellenic Council includes 11 elected Executive Board officers and two representatives from each of
the 13 LSU sororities who serve to promote Greek unity. It serves as a governing body and makes decisions
regarding the chapters, especially on issues involving
the recruitment process. The Council also works with
chapter and campus administrators to promote the Panhellenic Creed. Executive members and delegates serve
as role models dedicated to scholarship and high standards of ethical conduct.
At the beginning of each semester, the council gathers for a retreat where delegates set goals, learn their
duties, develop leadership skills and spend time getting
to know each other. During the school year, the Panhellenic Council meets every Monday afternoon, and each
sorority takes turns hosting the meeting at their house.
Each delegate serves in one of the council’s four committees: Child Care Center, Council Sisterhood, Panhel-
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lenic Council or Outreach. These committees help to
ensure that the Panhellenic Council is doing all it can
to support the Panhellenic, Greek and Baton Rouge
community. Committees also make sure all sororities
are well informed about upcoming events, like Trick or
Treat Down the Row and Sorority Swap.
Council events include philanthropic activities on
campus and in the Baton Rouge community. The Council benefits the LSU Childcare Center, and sisters can
volunteer with children, assist with fundraisers and
make donations.
The Executive Board and Committee Directors travel
to Atlanta, Ga., each spring to attend the Southeastern
Panhellenic Conference, where they meet other college
Panhellenic Councils. They attend workshops, listen to
speakers and exchange ideas on improving the Panhellenic community.

BLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB
The Block and Bridle Club at LSU is an Animal Science service organization that serves the local community and the agricultural industry. Our two main events
that our club host is our Annual Rodeo in the fall and our
Little International Livestock Show in the spring. The
Annual Rodeo is generally held in November of each
year at Parker Coliseum. It is a two night rodeo that is
open to the public to view the greatest sport on Earth! It
is our biggest fundraiser and largest service event. Parts
of our proceeds are donated to Brave Heart Children
in Need, Inc. as well as a donation of stuffed animals
collected at the door. Our Little International Livestock
Show is held in the spring of every year where our club

members show their animals against each other for a little friendly competition. The show is a favorite to many
club members and is a great experience for everyone.
The club participates in many other events, such as: host
petting zoos, assist with livestock shows, representing
LSU at National Block and Bridle Convention, and various social events. Block and Bridle thrives to promote a
higher scholastic standing, encourage friendship among
members, promote professionalism, and to promote animal agriculture to better the industry of animal agriculture. Please visit our Facebook page (Block and Bridle
Club at LSU) or our website (www.lsublockandbridle.
com) for more information!
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SIGMA ALPHA
Sigma Alpha is LSU’s only professional and
social agricultural sorority. Sigma Alpha was
founded at LSU in 1989. The pillars of Sigma
Alpha are scholarship, leadership, and service.
From volunteering at the Companion Animal
Alliance, to working with children to promote
our national Ag in the Classroom we are always
donating our time.
Our organization offers a wide variety of professional and leadership development opportunities for its members. Sigma Alpha is also involved in other organizations on campus such
as Pre-Vet Club, Block and Bridle, Student Pharmacy Society and the Association of Pre-Physical
Therapy Students.
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THETA XI ALPHA
Theta Xi was founded at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in Troy, New
York, on April 29, 1864. The Alpha Alpha Chapter of Theta Xi was founded at
LSU on April 23, 1923. April 29, 2014 will
mark Theta Xi’s 150th year anniversary.
Theta Xi has many social events including two bus trips, semi-formal in
the fall and formal in the spring. Theta
Xi host one big party each semester at
the house. In the Fall, TX HEX, our halloween party; and in the spring, Shipwrecked, our beach themed party. The
Alpha Alpha Chapter of Theta Xi continues to stand strong at 129 actives today.
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The Daily Reveille, LSU students’ source for
news, has been keeping students informed for
more than a century. The print version publishes
five days a week during the fall and spring semesters with a circulation of about 14,000 and twice
a week during the summer semester. The online
version, lsureveille.com, is updated perpetually
as news happens. In addition to the print content, it also includes interactive content unique to
the website. The site had almost 1.7 million page
views during the last academic year.
The Daily Reveille, which is funded by advertising and student fees, employs more than 80 students each semester. The Reveille is committed to
excellence, accuracy and diversity in its coverage
of the campus and its surroundings.
The earliest known issue of The Daily Reveille was published at Louisiana State University in
1887. The newspaper became a permanent part
of campus on Jan. 14, 1897, after the first issue of
the new Reveille hit stands. For at least a short
while just after 1934, The Daily Reveille earned
national journalistic recognition after then-Gov.
Huey Long had seven staff members expelled for
reporting on something he believed should not
belong in “his” newspaper. The students became
known as “The Reveille Seven.”
The Daily Reveille boasts many prestigious
alumni, including E.J. Ourso, for whom LSU’s
College of Business is named. The Daily Reveille’s
history also includes stories that have had a great
effect on campus, such as the series that resulted
in the resignation of an LSU chancellor.
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THE DAILY REVEILLE
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LEGACY MAGAZINE
LEGACY Magazine is the award-winning, nationally recognized student quarterly of Louisiana State University. Written, edited, photographed and designed entirely by LSU students, LEGACY sheds light on unique details of
Baton Rouge life and campus culture to intrigue, entertain and inform members of the LSU community. LEGACY
directly reaches LSU students, giving them in-depth, professional-quality journalism from a student perspective.
Approximately 7,500 copies are printed per issue.
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KLSU
KLSU (91.1 FM) is the student-run radio station for
Louisiana State University with a format of college/
variety music and specialty programming. The station
is part of the university’s Office of Student Media and
employs students as DJs and management staff.
Radio on the LSU campus began in 1915 when Dr.
David Guthrie, a physics professor, patched together a
radio transmitter from spare parts. Call letters KFGC
were assigned in the early 1920s. In 1924, the station
covered the first football game played in Tiger Stadium

and thus provided the first broadcast of a football game
in the South. In the 1950s, it switched to FM and became
the first educational station in the country to broadcast
collegiate programming. And in the 1990s, it was the
first college station to stream audio on the Internet.
In addition to KFGC, the station has operated under
the call letters WPRG, WLSU, and today’s KLSU. KLSU
broadcasts across the Baton Rouge area at 5,700 watts of
power and is able to reach up to 40 miles outside of the
LSU campus while it broadcasts 24/7/365.
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TIGER TV
Tiger TV is Louisiana State University’s student-run television station specializing in giving the LSU community
news, sports and entertainment shows four days out of the week. At TTV, students get the opportunity to learn the
fundamentals of the television world, in front of the camera as well as behind it with positions such as anchors,
producers, directors, technical production members as well as reporters just to name a few. The goal of Tiger TV is
always to give students a fun and educational experience that will help them prepare for their future careers.
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A stuffed tiger and cat lie in front of Memorial Tower.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille

july

Brother Jed preaches to students Jan. 22, 2014,
in Free Speech Plaza.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
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LSU freshman outfielder Jake Fraley (23) slides
into first base March 23, 2014, during the Tigers’
2-2 tie against Georgia at Alex Box Stadium.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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An American White Pelican takes flight in City
Park Lake on Nov. 19, 2013.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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Graffiti is painted on a board in the Quad next
to Atkinson Hall on Sept. 4, 2013.
LAUREN DUHON, The Daily Reveille
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The sun sets behind Alex Box Stadium on April
22, 2014.
TAYLOR BALKOM, The Daily Reveille
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Fans raise their hands during Explosions In The
Sky’s set at Buku Music + Art Project on March
22, 2014, at Mardi Gras World in New Orleans.
CHARLOTTE WILLCOX, The Daily Reveille
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A metal sculpture by Joseph Jilbert appears at
Circa 1857 on Aug. 21, 2013, along with other
pieces by local artists.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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The sun sets over the Mississippi River Bridge on
Nov. 11, 2013.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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Mike sweeps the floor Nov. 10, 2013 in
the PMAC.
ANGELA MAJOR, The Daily Reveille
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LSU theatre performance freshman Mallory
Osigian, left, plays the role of Parakultus and
mechanical engineering freshman Geoffrey Place
II, right, plays the role of Dionysus during the play
“Dionysus of the Holocaust,” presented March 25,
2014, by the Department of Theatre.
CHARLES CHAMPAGNE, The Daily Reveille
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Mike the Tiger raises a number one in the air
before the Lady Tigers’ 73-54 victory against the
Hampton Lady Pirates in the PMAC.
RICHARD REDMANN, The Daily Reveille
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In what could be called “par for the course,” I decided to wait until the day of our print deadline to
write this column.
Now, as I sit in the basement of Hodges Hall,
racking my brains for words of wisdom I can share
with the world, I remember everything that transpired this year.
I remember the excitement I first felt when I
heard they were looking for a yearbook editor. I remember the sinking feeling of anxiety right before
my Student Media Board interview. I remember
sitting down at my corner desk every day, stressing
out over senior portraits and the growing stack of
pages to edit and the tests I never ended up studying for. I remember thinking the end would never
come.
All I can think now is, “We did it.”
My goal for this yearbook was to create something everlasting, something for readers to share
with their families and friends. I wanted to capture
the spirit of LSU for the generations to come. I hope
I did it justice.
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Established in 1900, the Gumbo has been the official yearbook of Louisiana State University for
over 110 years. It has recorded every academic year at LSU except 1918-19, when wartime
pressures halted its production. A magazine
version, called Gumbo Magazine, covered the
1992-93 and 1993-94 school years because revenues were insufficient for a hardbound book. A
student referendum increasing the yearbook fee
brought back the hardbound version in 1995.
In addition to formal portraits of graduates,
the Gumbo contains snapshots of students and
members of the LSU community while highlighting on- and off-campus organizations and
events.

Editorial content does not necessarily reflect the
views of Louisiana State University.
Please address inquiries to Gumbo, B-39 Hodges
Hall, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
LA, 70803; or email editor@lsugumbo.com.
Printed in China.
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This 114th edition of the Gumbo was created in its entirety by a staff of full-time students
at LSU and published by the Office of Student
Media under the Manship School of Mass Communication. The 2014 yearbook chronicles LSU
and its happenings from August 2013 through
July 2014 in 304 full-color pages.
Layouts were designed by Elise Bernard,
Cassidy Day, Ryan Lachney and Valencia Richardson. The 2014 yearbook was created on Apple Mac Pro and iMac desktop computers and
Macbook Pro laptops using Adobe InDesign
and Photoshop CS6.
Portraits of graduating students were taken
by Thornton Studio Inc. photographers on campus. All other content was provided by writers and photographers of the Gumbo and The
Daily Reveille, LSU’s student-produced daily
newspaper. Content can be found in digital format at lifepages.com.
The typefaces used are as follows: Headlines
are set in Futura; subheadlines, folio elements
and divider titles are set in Cæcilia; body copy
and photo captions are set in Palatino.
The designs featured on the cover and title
page were created by Ryan Lachney.
The 2014 Gumbo was printed by MultiMedia Technology using four-color CMYK process on 86-pound Gold East gloss white paper
and sewn in 16-page signatures. Endsheets are
95-pound white wood-free paper.
Top, outside and inside page margins are
four picas wide. Bottom page margins are seven
picas wide.
Students were identified by major and classification as of the time of page production.
All copies of the 2014 Gumbo were sold at a
price of $40.
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